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CHAUNCEY COLTON, D . D ., P R 0 P R I E T 0 R .

VOLUME XI.
THE WESTERN EPISCOPAL OBSERVER.

Cfjvfst anti tfre djtir cfj.-- utf) anji 2tobc.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1841.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER 7*

and capacities, especially our higher and no he has given us minds by which we are rais bitterness and grief, and self-reproach. And tions which God has placed upon us, fully to cret of insufficiency, or make exposure to the
bler ones, and to make ourselves well propor ed above the brutes, and allied to angels, it is Yve should see to it that our social character is rise to which, demands the highest possible per world of the yet unknown flaw'. All those
tioned and vigorous, and excellent, and of ours to see that they do not ran to waste, but such, that we shall feel it to have been a bless fection of our being.
REV. CHAUNCEY COLTON,
sciences have east their missiles at the stately
course happy in all things. This cultivation that they are improved to the utmost. Espe ing and not a curse to others, when they are
«
WILLIAM J ACKSON,
fabric of our Christian philosophy and erudi
“
JOHN T. HBOOKE,
we may consider in its various departments, cially is this true in this country, where facili gone from us, or we from them, forever. To
HYMN TO THE WALDENSES.
tion, but they have dropped harmless and im
«
1IENRY V. 1>. JOHNS.
BY MISS S. C. EDGARTOti.
each having its foundation in some distinct de ties for the attainment of knowledge are so this end, then, as well as for our own sake, we
potent at its base.—Chalmers.
rUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE,
partment of our nature. Not that these depart multiplied; where every station is open to should seek to unfold and enlighten, and pu
Come to the wooded mountain!
ments are entirely distinct and independent, well-directed talent, no matter how humble rify the social affections—those that bind us
B y THOMAS R .
RAYMOND,
Come to the ruined tower!
AFFLICTIONS AND MERCIES.
each of the other;—not that they do not ad its orgin; where our theory, like that of heav to the parent whom we almost worship, to the
Come to the wildwood fountain!
We inscribe our afflictions upon a rock, and
printed at the K«l«rn Churth Prat, Roger.’ Row, Wert Fourtb-Slreel, CiteioMti.
vance together, and each have its influence up en, is to recognise no distinctions but those brother and the sister so fondly beloved, to the
Come to the lonely bower!
the characters remain: we write our mercies
Ta ms....T^o Dollars and Fifty Cents per annum, payable in advance.
Wooded mountain,
on every other; but noticing each by itself, of talents and moral worth; where a Frank family, to the friend, to the neighbor, to the
on the sand of the sea-shove, and the first wrave
Ruined tower,
the subject may be more distinctly before lin may rise from the printing-office to the land of cur birth-right, to the world. Those
of trouble washes them out.—Jay.
Wildwood fountain,
ft e I i fj i o u j*.
us.
highest rank of philosophers and statement; affections we should elevate from instincts to
Lonely bower;
1. Selj-cultivation should be physical. and a Sherman from the shoemaker’s bench to principles, from impulses to deep and eternal
C o m in it n i c a t i o n £.
Out from the budded temples driven,
CHRISTIAN CALMNESS DISTURBED.
Accustomed as we are, to associate self-cul the halls of congress: and where pre-eminent attach nents; inweaving them with all that is
Here
we
praise
the
God
of
heaven.
For Ike WajUr#
O'.itner.
BY CAROLINE FRY.
ture with the mind and heart, to some it may ly knowledge is power—power for happi right and faithful, and generous and true;
INFLUENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN RELI
) walked by the side of the tranquil stream,
seem singular that the body should be men ness—power for influence—power for good of makipg them, as far as possible, like the love
God of the Christian hear us!
GION UPON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
That the sun hid tinged with his parting beam,
tioned as the first object of its attention. But every kind.
INTELLECT.
Spirit of love divine,
of God to his own children. Growth and
'Irtie water was still, and so crystal clear,
The increasing liberality of mankind as
we are physical as well as mental and moral
Thou with that love be near us,
And not only are we to acquire knowledge improvement as social beings—this is like
That every spray had its image there.
patrons of literature and science, in conse
beings; and self-cultivation is the improve —this is but the food lor mental growth—but due to our nature and enjoyment, and to our
Here in thy sylvan shrine!
Father, hear us,
quence of their growing benevolence as they
ment of all that we are. God has given us we are to use it. We may fill our minds with fellow-beings.
And every reed that o’er it bowed,
Love divine!
cone more under the influence of true religion,
the body as the residence and servant of the facts—with mere information—as full as the
And the crimson streak, and the silvery cloud;
4. Self-cultivation should also be moral
Be thou near us,
is mentioned by Douglass, in his interesting
soul, as the mediator between it and the ex shelves of the largest library; but after all,
And all that was bright, and all that was fair,
and religious. Let it be physical without
In our shrine!
work upon the ‘ Advancement of Society,’ as
And all that was gay was reflected there.
ternal world, as that which we are to carry like the volumes on those shelves, we shall
this, and it does but make us finer animals,
Here we scorn the flame and sword,
one o.f the modes in which the cause of hu*
with us through life, and which, being puri be dead to the world, and strangers to selfAnd they said it was like the chastened breast
with no regard to the great end of our being.
Mighty in thy conquering word!
man learning will be favored by the progress
fied by the touch, or at least after the process cultivation, unless, at the same time, we learn
That religion soothes to a holy rest,
Let it be intellectual without this, and its in
of Christianity. It is doubtlesss one of them,
of
the
resurrection,
may
be
worn
forever
in
When sorrow has tamed the impassioned eye,
to think, and weigh, and compare, and reason, telligence may be perverted, like that of
THE CENTURION AT THE CROSS.
but will not the influence of growing piety
glory. Every vein he designed as a channel and judge for ourselves: unless all our infor
And the bosom reflects its expected sky.
devils, only to blight and destroy. Let it be
Are there any of us who have shrank from amongst mankind be still more powerful, by
of comfort, every sense as an inlet of joy, ev mation is so digested and used as to make us
social without this, and it may be used, or confessing Christ before the world? Has the disencumbering intellect itself, and removing
And I took a stone that lay beside,
ery nerve as a minister of delight. And more wise and judicious, as well as intelligent and
rather abused to the vilest ends, sneering in fear of man been a snare to us? Have we some of the chief obstacles that impede its
And cast it far on the glassy tide;
than this, he intended that by having sound well-informed. Here is the difference be
seeretat the moralities of life, and trampling quailed under the frowri of power? Have we progress? Is not mental, as well as moral
And gone was the charm of the pictured scene,
and healthful bodies, we might also have sound
And the sky so bright, and the landscape green. and healthful minds. And the latter can hard tween two great divisions of mankind. The them all in the dust for the sake of self-indul shrunk from the sneer of ridicule? Let this freedom among the blessings purchased by a
one only knows—the other thinks. The one gence. There is too great a tendency with centurion reprove our consciences. Let the
dying Saviour? The fall of man, it would
ly be expected except in the former, any looks only to details, and particular facts, and
And I bade them mark, how an idle word,
many to separate these things—to cultivate timid Christian learn a lesson from the bold seem, injured the head almost equally with the
more than the jewel can be safe in its case, there stops; and thus is but an intellectual
Too lightly said, and too deeply heard
the physical and the intellectual, while the ness of the converted heathen. Or are there heart. The healthy operations of our minds
when that case is broken and crashed about receptacle or channel: the other uses all these
Or a harsh reproof, or a look unkind,
moral and the religious are neglected. Not any who have thought too meanly of Christ; ought to coincide, as far as they can go, writh
May spoil the peace of the heavenly mind.
it. And yet how often do we entirely over facts only as the foundation of higher and
without reason has it been said, ‘that the ten who have seen no beauty in him that they the views of the Supreme Intelligence, to give
look and forget this subject;—thus preparing wider truths, and he is a philosopher. All
Though sweet be the peace, and holy the calm,
for ourselves years of suffering, or at least the world had seen the apple fall when shak dency to exalt talent above virtue and religion should desire him; who have acknowledged , complete significancy to the expression, ‘im
And the heavenly beam be bright and warm,
greatly limiting our mental and social and mor en from the tree, and seen it a thousand times; is the curse of the age.’ And for this very him as a righteous man, but not as the Son of age of God,’ in which We have been created.
The heart that it gilds is all as weak
al growth. This is true, for example, of pa but only Newton, reasoning from the particu reason it is, that we the more need to cultivate God? Let them consider how the hearts of But whatever may be the amount of intellec
As the wave that reflects the crimson streak.
rents. This one, from mistaken tenderness, lar to the general fact, rose to the grand idea our moral, our religious part, as the guide and these soldiers were melted at the very foot of tual derangement, occasioned by sin, its reali
You cannot impede the celestial ray
confines his child almost entirely to warm that gravitation "was the mighty bond of the the check, the perfection and glory of cur the cross itself; even in the humiliation of that ty is apparent from the folio wring considera
That lights the dawn of eternal day;
apartments ; as though the pure air of heaven universe. One man reads history, or the con nature. Not that our religion should be, as hour they were enabled to see the true charac tions :
But so may you trouble the bosom it cheers—
were never intended to be breathed till it had duct of his neighbors, to be interested in it, too many seem to think it was designed to be, ter and dignity of that Lamb that was slain. Mere guesses hav'ebeeh very freely find gener
’Twill cease to be true to the image it bears.
been shut up within walls and heated by a fur and then perhaps, like the parrot, to repeat, morose and gloomy, and divorced from com The Jews remained strangers to it; these ally adopted as a part of human knowledge.—•
nace. That one allows his child freely, and and then to forget it; another, to combine ac mon life. On the contrary, it should gather heathens saw in that stupendous sacrifice the That men should sometimes find occasion to
SELF CULTIVATION.
the spirit of heaven only that it may walk the wisdom of God, and the power of God to utter a conjecture, or act with some reference
at any hour, whatever is most agreeable to
Self-cultivation may be noticed in its prere the palate; as though the digestive system tions and events, to trace the moving causes of more cheerfully, and gracefully, and usefully, salvation to every one that believeth. So it to one, is not proof of the derangement in
quisites, or what it implies ; its elements, or were one vast and devouring whirlpool, into conduct and change, and the tendencies of on earth. As sacred and spiritual, and as is ever with the true child of God who is question, but fully to believe what is only im
rather the departments for its scope ; and its which, at all times, every thing was expected society, and to gather f om them all, larger principled it should be, as the very spirit of taught of the Spirit. That which is a mys agined, is clear evidence to this point. A mind
means of growth and progress, or how we to he swept, and might be with safety. That and juster views of human nature, and broad the Redeemer himself. But it should also be, tery to the world, a stumbling-block to pride, truly sane, must distinguish in every instance,
er and better fules of conduct. One sees such that we can take it with us to the glorious an offence to the natural man, is to him the
may advance in it.
the imagination of a fact from its reality es
one, with an honest but mistaken desire to im every thing apart and in fragments; the other
scenes of nature or art—to the flower-garden, foundation of all religious truth, he rejoices in tablished by legitimate piroof. It does not seem
I. Its prerequisites, or what it implies.— prove the mind of his child, permits it to be
sees
all
parts
of
one
vast
whole,
and
as
a
hab

and to the top of some goodly hill, and in the confessing the faith of Christ crucified: he an essential characteristic of a sound mind, that
Three things may be noticed as implied in cooped up in the ill-ventilated school-room,
self-cultivation—self-knowledge, self-rale, and or bent down to studies three-fourths of its it, rises from them to fix on general principles, sail over the quiet lake, and into the saloons ceases not from the open profession of his it should reach truth upon every subject of
self-formation.
For each of these we have time, at an age ’when it is all-important that on universal consciousness of growing of music, and to the galleries of the painter Lord and his God.
thought, but it is necessary that nothing should
strength in it—this is one of the highest ends and the sculptor, and to the minglings of social
Dr. C- R. Sumner, Bishop of Winchester.
the capacity ; each is possible to us.
be received as such without the evidence ap
the chief care should be given to the physical of mental culture. We are to gather know
joy, and to all those humanizing scenes where
1. Self-knoivledge. This is indispensipropriate to the case. No perfectly sane inSPIRIT OF THE WORLD.
system ;•—to studies, too, which are often va
where and without limit to virtue holds her sway, not merely as the genble. To know what we are is the first step ried and difficultcnouffh to task the powers of ledge—itevery
tfiUigence.could ever have broup-bt forward sp
’
vl.w*.
— £«. ♦ —
1— “ o ’
to becoming wliat we shmilri he Anti one a full grown intellect. From the pride of ha expand our minds, and to make ourselves con
but also as the more familiar grace of ‘love to are but poor designs who are projecting for be found in ‘Volney’s Ruins;’ or, to take anex>
reason why there is so little of self-cultiva ving a superior child, he inconsiderately sac
stantly wiser, that we may be better. And to some beings in particular,’
It should be kingdoms, compared to those of the Chris ample from valued Christian writers, as may
tion is, that there is so little self-knowledge ; rifices its health, and of course a large share
our progress in this there is no assignable drawn not merely from‘systematic treatises tian, which ascend above all things under be found in ‘Faley’s Moral Philosophy.* The
that so few ever know themselves, or pene of its happinnss, to its premature, precocious
limit. Like imprisoned steam, the more it is on theology, written in schools and garrets the sun, and above the sun itself, and there knowledge of facts must constitute the treas
trate, or even look into their own natures. To mental growth. And from such causes it is
pressed the more it rises to resist the press and cloisters, many of them by those bearing fore he is not shaken with the threats of the ures of omniscience, (abstract truths, and ex
most men, the outward is every thing, while that we have, in modern days, so many cases
ure; and the more we demand of it the more the title of bachelor in divinity ‘and the char world, nor taken with its offers. Excellent pressions of relations need not fot this pur
the inward is vague and indefinite and unreal. of wilted and feeble and sickly children, or of
it performs. Unlike the mechanical powers, acter of bachelor in humanity too;’ but from is the answer which St. Basil gives, in the pose be distinguished from facts,) and human
Consciousness, that telescope of the heavens remarkable and wonderful children, who grow
which arc exhausted and spent by their own the Bible, which is full of sympathy with person of those martyrs, to that emperor who knowledge must be the same in kind however
within them, is rarely used. Their highest up, by this forced and hot-bed action of the
action, the power of the intellect is but common life; and which not only permits but made them (as he thought) great proffers to limited in degree.
and noblest powers, the stars of those heav brain, to be prodigies by their second or third
But a different view of the subject may af
strengthened by effort. Leave it to idleness directs us to all things which are pure and draw them off: ‘ Why? say they, ‘ dost thou
ens, rarely attract their attention, much less year, and die by the next'. And by the con
and repose, and, like the sleeping sword, it lovely and of good report—to all in social life bid us so low as pieces of the world. We ford more tangible evidence. There seems
their serious thought, and they live and die tinuance of this neglect, as we ourselves go
will rust in the scabbard. But bring it into which makes the intellect more pliant and have learned to despise it all.’ This is not much fallacy in. the common distinction be
as truly strangers to themselves, as they are to on in life, by ignorance and heedlessness of
exercise—task it to the utmost, and it rises versatile, the manners more polished and af stupidity, nor an affected stoutness of spirit, tween the intellectual and moral part of our
countries of which they have only heard, but physiology, by the neglect of water in its pu
and gathers strength, and rashes onward with fectionate and winning, the man more human, but a humble sublimity, which the natural being. At all events the different operations
on which they have never trod. But if we rity, and of air in its freshness and abund
of the SoUl are too closely connected to allow
ever-increasing force, and widening sweep— and the entire life morejoyous and blessed.
spirit of man cannot reach unto.
would cultivate and improve ourselves, we ance, and of exercise in its vigor and regular
one class their native freedom, while the oth
And besides all this, we should mount still
searching all the avenues of truth, gathering
But
wilt
thou
say
still,
‘
this
stops
inc,
I
do
must inspect and know ourselves—where we ity—from stooping with the shoulders till the
from them all its appropriate food, tracing the higher in the scale. Truth and duty—for not find the spirit in me: if I did, then I think ers are impeded by the deptavity of sin.—
are weak and where strong—where deficient lungs from very friction might well become
earth and scaling the heavens in search of these we should ever and earnestly seek, that I could be willing to suffer anything.’ To Here we may be referred to examples like
and where the reverse. We must know, in diseased—from eating at all times, and all
God’s footsteps, and burning with quenchless we may know the one and do the other. this, for the present, I say not more than this: that of the celebrated Servin, a prodigy in al
short, what we are, and what we would be.— things, and almost in all quantities—from tneae
thirst for all the treasures of knowledge and Every wrong propensity we should strive to Dost thou desire that Christ may be glorified, most every species of intellectual attainment,
Self-knowledge is the first stepping-stone to things is it not that there are so many cases of
truth. The more we know the more we de subdue—every evil habit to lay aside—every and couldest thou be content it were by thy and equally one in almost every sort of vice.
self-improvement. The next prerequisite to nervous and hypocondriac disease, and spi
sire to know, and the more we shall know. good one to cherish. Conscience and princi suffering in any kind thou mayestbe called to Voltaire, and kindred literary giants, may be
self-cultivation, is,
nal and consumptive affections, and ruined di The more wc cultivate our mipd°
ple ,vP should enthrone within us, and ever undergo for Him? Art thou willing to give brought into the array, to prove that mental
2. Self-rule-. This, also, is indispensa gestive organs? And is it any wonder that,
shall we deliffht in them; creating, as it were, harken to their voice. Often should we ask up thy own interest to study and follow and moral health are by no means inseparably
ble to self-culture. Before we can greatly im from the strong healthfulness of our English
a new world within us. The more wc store as to our nature and destiny as immortal be Christ’s, and to sacrifice thine own credit and connected. But the force of such arguments
prove ourselves, we must be able to subject sires, we have become a feeble, complaining,
them with knowledge, the more food have we ings; and, hound as we are to a future aud. name to vsdvaoae His? Art thou unwilling to may be much less than at first appears,. A?
and govern ourselves—to bow the will and sickly race ;—any wonder that there are so
laid up for their growth. The more we dis invisible world, and to a deathless existence, do anything that may dishonor Him, but not man may he a prodigy of industry, and hence
the entire life to the judgment, and at any mo many whose muscles are like sponges, and
cipline and train them, and think and judge we should seek, as the gospel directs, to pre unwilling to suffer anything that may honor a prodigy in all the departments of literature
ment to fix the attention and direct the thoughts their nerves like aspen leaves ;—any wonder
with them, the wiser and happier shall we be pare for the scenes that are before us. No Him? Or wouldest thou be thus? Then, be and science, where extensive reading, with a
and control the feelings. Like the centurion that, from the number and frequency of our
—the wider our influence for the good of oth where has self-cultivation so glorious a field as not disputing, but up and walk on His good memory, are the chief means of success,
of his soldiers, we must be able to declare of diseases, our first method of saluting a friend
and yet stand low in the scale of intellectual
ers. By mental cultivation, we may make when she whispers of our destiny—as when strength.
every faculty and power within us, that to has become the fixed one of inquiring as to
development. Important truths of some kind,
our own eagle-wings, and on them mount for she reminds us that we are to live for ever—
each wc say : ‘ go, and it goetli—come, and his health;—any wonder that so many go
as when she unfolds the idea of God and of ASSAULTS UPON DIVINE REVELATION. are among the fruits of mental activity, more
ever!
it cometh—do this, and it docth it? lie that
through life, literally burdened with a body of
3. Sef-eullivalion should also be social. duty, clearly and livingly within ns; moving
At one period arose geology, from the clearly indicating its healthy state. Besides,
rales his spirit—that has conquered himself— disease and death ? At length and in earnest
us to reverence and love and obey him, to hun earth’s depths, and entered into mortal combat it is obvious to remark, that the true develop
By
nature
we
are
social
beings,
made
for
the
may well be strong in the confidence that he ness could we dwell upon this point, urging
ger and thirst after his likeness, to be a bless
ment of intellect depends much upon the stim
can improve himself, while he that is without its deep, and serious, and growing importance. minglings of the world, ever to be in inter ing to ourselves and to all around us, and thus with a revelation which, pillared on the evi
ulus under which a man lives; and one of the
dence
of
history,
has
withstood
the
assault.
course
with
our
fellow-men,
and
at
every
con

system, or rale, or fixed and correct habit, Would that we could sound it through the
to make progress in the noblest growth wheth
ways in w hich moral depravity has hindered
can never be sure of doing it; but like the land‘with the voice of a whirlwind and the tact wtih them to give and take impressions er of human or angelic natures. And never At another time, from the attitudes of the up
mental
progress, is by fixing the affections on
per
firmament
was
astronomy
brought
down,
feather on the wave, or the leaf in the whirl throat of an earthquake.’ Would that we that are to last for ever. And to this trait of do we appear so noble, so like the bright in
objects too insignificant toafldrdany sufficient
and
arrayed
in
hostile
attitude
against
the
re

our
nature
we
should
have
respect
in
the
great
wind, is at the mercy of every passing im could impress it upon all, never to be forgot
telligences of heaven, as when we are thus cords of our faith, and that attack has also degree of regular motive forces Bad as men
pulse. Connected with self-rule, or rather as ten, that physical health is not only the high work of self-improvement. We should guard
bound to God in deep and holy affeetion, in proved powerless as the former. Then from are, they have seldom been induced to under
againstbeing
unsocial;
wc
should
cultivate
the
a higher department of it, is,
est duty, and the greatest earthly blessing, power and the habit' of expressing our joyful obedience and heavenly hope; when the mysteries of the human spirit, ah at go the labors, say of a Schwartz, in the pur
3. Self-formation. Not only are we able but that it is the first and one of the most im
thoughts, and of imparting and receiving both religion sits enthroned on our brow, and pride tempt has been industriously made to educe suit of common objects. But the desire of
to know ourselves, and negatively to control portant items of self-cultivation. Well has it
benefit and pleasure in social communion. If has given way to meekness, and benevolence some discovery of wondrous spell, by which distinction, or some other strong passion, has
and rule ourselves, but postively to form our been said that ‘ if the mind, which rules the
we are but mutes in society, it were as well reigns within us, and gtoWs in our looks, and to disenchant the world of its confidence in occasionally afforded simulus sufficiently pow
selves—-to guide and impel our powers, and to body, ever so far fofgets itself as to neglect
at once to be in an asylum: and if we speak breathes in our words, and lives in our con the gospel of Jesus Christ. From lecture erful to induce very strenuous mental efforts,
apply to them the means and influences which or trample on its slave, that slave never for
only to give pain to others, or to display our duct;—when our whole life is one continual rooms of anatomy the lessons of materialism and of course to give results of an extraordin
shall forward their growth and might. With gets or forgives the injury ; hut at some time
own folly, it were far better lo be silent. Wc process of self-elevation and improvement— have been inculcated, and for the purpose of ary character. But such instances as I have
perfection in our view, we can more and more will rise in fearful retribution, to smite and
should, then, cultivate an intelligent, a cheer when principle regulates every act, and all putting a mockery on all religion, and driving quoted, though seeming objections to the sen
conform ourselves to it. This trait we can sting its oppressor.’ Well has it been said
ful, a sociable and a friendly spirit—the spirit our plans take hold on eternity,—and when it if possible, from the lace of the earth. But timents here expressed, arc no more reaZcnes,
cherish or suppress; that habit, cultivate or that ‘ it is hard to cultivate the mind and soul,
of sympathy with our fellow-beings—sympa all around us feel that religion has made us the most singular attempt to graft infidelity on than may be found in a hospital for the insane,,
subdue; this propensity, direct or eradicate. if the body which contains them is in anguish
thy in their employments, in their improve nobler and better and happier. Such we may any thing purporting to be a science, has been to the incarceration of some of the unhappy
Fixing our glance on the standard before us, or in ruins.’ A sound mind in a sound body
ment, in all their joys and sorrows. We be; and to our progress here, by God’s grace, made by those who associate the doctrines of tenants. There we may find some of the
we can press toward it, gaining fresh strength —if the former be the glory of the latter, the
should put away scandal and suspicion, and there is fro assignable limit. The pathway Phrenology with their dehial of the Christian higher faculties in full play, while a want of
by every new conquest—making every attain latter is indispensable to the former.
harsh judgment, having faith in others till before us takes hold on eternity; and in it we revelation, as if there were any earthly con balance among the whole gives clearest proof
ment but the foundation of a future and a high
2. Self-cultivation is also intellectual. compelled to withdraw it.- Selfishness we may eternally ascend, rising with a holier ar nection between the form of the human scull, of the most lamentable disease. Can we sup
er growth—-like the steward of the parable, Man was made for thought, for intelligence,
should subdue, and patience and forbearance dor and a swifter progress, and moving with and the truth or falsehood of our religion !— pose that a perfectly holy being, having facul
so using the one, or the five, or the ten talents for endless mental growth. The instinctive
cherish as the habit of life. By the look, and a diviner energy forever and for ever!
The science of Theology has been made a ties of the same order, wmuld ever have com
that we have, ns to gain by them as many desire for knowledge is like an ever burning
Such is a brief and imperfect glance at the sort of play-ground for all manner of inroads mitted the intellectual blunders of a Hume, or
the word, and the deed of kindness—by an
more. Such are the prerequisites to self-cul fire within us ; and to every well-balanced and
ticipating the wants and studying the welfare various departments of self-cultivation. It in regard to human speculation ; but it is not Voltaire ? In fact, the common estimate of
tivation, all of which are possible to us. Their well-directed mind, its attainment (though
of others—by ever seeking their happiness, should commence with self-knowledge, self- without a peculiar evidence of its own unas intellectual greatness is exceedingly false. No
very possibility makes their cultivation to us paleness and sickness may come with it) is
and that in little things—in all these ways we rule and self-formation; and by it we should sailable position, and beyond the reach of ex operations of the mind not favorable to holi
a solemn and imperative duty.
not only ^passion, but a rapture.
should ever streiv around us ‘the charities seek to improve and perfect ourselves as ternal violence. The hammer of the Geolo ness of heart and action deserve our admira
II. 'I'he elements of self-cultivation, or
that cheer, and sooth, and bless.’ It is a physical, intellectual, social, moral and reli gist cannot break that demonstration—the tel tion, or merit the commendation of greatness.
‘The wish—the dream-—the wild desire,
rather the departments of our nature in
touching thought, that soon the grave will gious being. In all these self-cultivation is escope of the Astronomer cannot enable us to
I conclcde then, that since the Christian re
Delirious,
yet
divine,
to
know
’
—
which it finds its scope. To cultivate any
be upon all those who are dearest to us, and possible; for in all these we have capacity for descry in it any character of falsehood—the ligion regenerates the heart, it wrill do much
thing, as the unfolding flower, or the tender Who has not felt it, burning like a living flame
who are now mingling with us in every-day growth; and in all it is demanded by our na knife of the Anatomist cannot find its way for the intellect of our race.
shoot rising to the tree, is to watch it, and at into his inmost soul, and like an inspiration
Rustic oflife; and that then all our intercourse with ture, that we may be useful and happy here, to the alleged rottenness which lies at its core ——
tend to it., and to apply to it the aids and firing him on to all that is beyond and above
* As a literary performance, never to be named
and worthy of our high destiny both here and —nor by a dissecting of metaphysics can the
them
will
rise
to
the
mind,
either
as
a
star
of
him!
And,
as
God
has
given
us
this
thirst,
without respect—as an ethical treatise, guilty of tha.
means of growth. And so to cultivate self,
jov and peace, or as a source of the deepest hereafter, that we may meet the higher obliga Mental Philosopher probe his ivay to the se gravest blunders.
is to do all that we can to unfold our powet > we are to cherish and rightly direct it. Since
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States, a donation of property of upward of 700 Theological Seminary of Ohio? Are we aware that
tinned unabated into the seventeenth century. The tained by reference to the Ancient Fathers, the lit the name of heresy; but heresy nowassails consis acres of good land, with the necessary buildings for of the fifty-five clergymen of Ohio, nearly one half
tent
piety
by
branding
it
with
the
appellation
of
works of 1 erkins, a great light at Cambridge, and a eral and grammatical sense of the Articles and Homi
the accommodation of 40 or 50 girls and boys, situ of this number have been either partially or fully
slto.ig adversary of Rome, who died in the begin- lies of the Church of England, and the testimony bigotry. Too many we fear have carelessly deceiv ated in one of the most heathy spots in Georgia, educated at the Theological Seminary at Gambier?
the pulpit, the pen, ano the press,
ed
themselves
into
a
belief,
that
the
system
of
reli

, Ding of that century, are stored with it. In Usher, of her most famous divines, such as Andrewes and
gion which they hold is really and essentially Chris having been made, through the divine influence, by Are we aware that this Seminary is really the best
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1311.
it is almost omnipresent. Bishop Dow name devoted Hooker.
a generous Christian, to the church: the same hope of the church in Ohio?—The things that re
‘The feeble attempt of Bishop Bull, in bis Apolo tian; because it wears the Christian name. But being rested in thirteen Trustees, with the Bishop main are not ready to die. They are strong_ but
a whole folio volume of controversy with Rome, to
OXFORD DIVINITY COMPARED WITH THE ROMISH this one point. The same cense of the great impor- gia, to answer the appeal of Dr. Tully, to the stand such christened scepticisms ought to be unveiled and
resisted. A mere general assent to the truth of the of the Diocese, who is ex-officio chairman of the need still to be strengthened, by our prayers, by our
AND ANGLICAN CHURCHES.
tance of the difference between the faith of the An ard divines of the Church, and the anxiety of his
liberal pecuniary aid, by our generous confidence,
Bible is not sufficient. Its fundamental truths must Board.
We are indebted, under God, to the Rt. Rev. and hearty and harmonious support. The Seminaries
We are desirous of giving such of our readers as glican Church, and that of the Church of Rome, on biographer to claim for him that he should be judged, be the land marks, and it is vain to talk of religious
this head, appears in t:.e works of Andrews, Hall, not by the Anglican Reformers, but by the Ancient
may r.ot have access io thia work of the Bishop of
union among those who are not agreed in essential Bishop Chase’s visit to our city, in March last, for of the East are doing a noble work for the East, anil
Davenant, Hopkins, Jackson, &c. But as we ap Fathers, and the Holy Scriptures, are strong evi
the commencement of this undertaking, and we to a very limited extent,for the West. But it is ut.
Ohio, an outline of its geneial design, and a brief proach the latter periods of that century, when it is dences how futile was considered in that day, the truths. It appears to us to be broadly in the face of
the apostolic precept, ‘Be ye not unequally yoked pray that, through the continued blessing of the terly idle to think of their meeting the demands of
and candid review of it. The latter we purpose acknowledged that true religion was greatly on the pretence that such doctrine as that of the Harmonia
together with unbelievers, for what communion hath Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, may be conducted the West and as ungenerous and narrow as it is
next week. At present wa invite special attention wane in the Church of England, we find this great had received the suffrages of those divines whom the
to His honor and the welfare of the Church which idle, to claim for them superiority in any thing malight with darkness?’
Church then looked to, as her standard writers.
terial, over the Theological Seminary of Ohio. Wa
to the following extracts which we make from the subject more and more excluded from the controver
This new mode of attacking essential truth under ‘He hath purchased with His own blood.’
Banner of the Crete.
‘If it shail be the honor of this volume, in any de
sies with Rome, as if the greater number of Protest
rejoice in their prosperity, and give God thanks for
introductory matter of the volume. The importance ant writers were either agreed with her doctrine in gree, to revive the attention of the members of the the standard of union and litieral.ty, is admirably il
the good they have done and are doing; but we
lustrated
by
the
following
passage
of
Holy
Writ,
re

SELF CULTIVATION.
of the subject, and a desire to make our readers ful that particular, or considered the objections of Prot Church, especially of her clergy, and candidates for
are jealous for the honor of the Seminary at Gamcently pointed out to us by a clerical friend and
The
valuable
paper
on
this
subject
on
our
first
orders,
to
the
works
of
the
elder
divines
of
the
Sev

ly acquainted with the design of the author in bring estants of no great importance. When, however,
found in the first three verses of the fourth chapter page is a part of the article alluded to last week bier which we fully believe to be destined to accoming before the church so elaborate a work on the Ox- I we have reached the eighteenth century, wherein it enteenth Century, such as Usher, Hall, Hopkins, of the book of Ezra.
plish a work for the Church in all the West, far
from the pen of Tyion Edwards. We trust its
ford Divinity in its connection with the Roman and ' is universally conceded that the spiritual character Andrewes, &c., as well as to those of the age pre
‘Now when the adversaries of Judah and Benja length will not prevent its being attentively and greater and more important than it is possible for our
] of the Church of England was at its lowest depres ceding them, up to the period of the Reformation,
Eastern Seminaries to accomplish.
Anglican Churches, must be our apology for occu sion, we take leave of justification by faith, as occu so that the nervous and clear displays ofdivine truth, min heard that the children of the captivity builded thoughtfully read.
Let our Ohio Seminary therefore till others at the
pying so large a portion of our editorial columns pying any conspicuous place in the differences be as therein abounding, and as distinguished from that the temple unto the Lord God of Israel;
west shall be in full operation, have our undivided
‘Then they came to Zerubbabel, and to the chiefs
WESTERN
DIOCESES
AND
MISSIONS.
the present week with this, to the exclusion of other tween Popery and Protestantism. The axeislaidno feeble, confused and mixed mode of representing the
and cordial support. Let the worthy Professor,
of the fathers, and said unto them, Let us build with
more at the root of the tree. The great effort against way of salvation which characterises the majority of
matter.
who are bearing the burden and heat of the day,
you: for we seek your God as ye do; and we do sa
MICHIGAN.
the more modern Anglican divines, shall become
Popery is to trim off its branches.
crifice unto him, since the days of Esarhaddon King
Episcopal acts.—Dec, 9lh, BishopMcCoskry con have the encouragement of our prayers and of our
* Whoever will honor this work with their atten
‘This lamentable change in the doctrinal character more thoroughly studied and appreciated, then, of Ashur, which brought us up hither.
firmed four persons in St. Paul's Church, Detroit. fullest confidence. Let it be seen and let them be
tion, will soon perceive that the author is deeply im
of the divines of the Church of England, must be whatever becomes ofOxford Divinity, this book will
‘But Zerubbabel, and Jeshua, and the rest of the Jan. 12th, at a visitation of the Church at Clinton called upon to see, what they ought to make the
pressed with the grave importance of the errors, and
be amply rewarded,
Seminary committed to their administration, and if
the probable evil consequences to the church, of considered as having received one of its earliest im
‘It may perhaps be considered a great defect of this chiefs of the fathers of Israel, said unto them, ye (Rev. Mr. Stout’s,) the Bishop confirmed four peipulses
from
the
writings
of
that
learned
foreigner,
there be any thing lacking, let their learning' and
have nothing to do with us to build an house unto sons.
what is here called, for convenience sake, Oxford Di
volume
that
it
does
not
institute
a
comparison
of
Ox

zeal, and the wisdom and zeal and liberality of the
vinity. In his view, the vital principle of that di Hugo Grotius. The peculiar views of that author ford Divinity directly with the Scriptures. The au our God; but we ourselves together will build unto
In adopting the Western Episcopal Observer
vinity, so far as the system is peculiar, is precisely on justification, lacked no favor in Archbishop Laud. thor must not be understood as countenancing, by the Lord God of Israel, as King Cyrus the King of as the official organ of the Church in Michigan, and Church supply it.
the same as that to which are to be traced ail the va Sheldon, after the restoration, renewed their influ this omission, the idea that there can be any ap Persia hath commanded us.’
making it the medium of communication with his
CENTRAL CONVOCATION.
To show the incongruity, not to say impiety, of
rious and gross departures from truth and godliness ence. They were rescued from the disgrace of be proach to a final settlement of Christian truth, short
Diocese and the journal of his Episcopal acts, Bish
ing
associated
with
the
rapidly
growing
irreligion
of
attempting
to
unite
in
any
common
religious
work,
[We are reminded by the Secretary of the central
in the Church of Rome. It was well advised by ‘ the
of
a
direct
appeal
to
the
Inspired
Word.
But
all
ob

op
McCoskry
recommends
it
to
the
patronage
of
the
principal theoiogues’ of the Council of Trent, tha,t that age, by finding in the main, a most learned and jects cannot be embraced at once. Sometimes, the with all who bear the Christian name, let us instance members of the church, and concurs, as will be seen convocation, that a brief report of its doings was
made some time since for publication in the Obserthe fathers and divines of that body should he ‘as vigorous champion in that truly excellent prelate, recalling of the doctrine of the Church, at some par Universalism.
by a reference to the Prospectus of the paper or. the
The followers of this system, profess a desire
ver. If so, it has been inadvertantly mislaid, and
siduous and exact in their studies’ concerning the Bishop Bull. This eminent divine had commenced ticular period, may be of more benefit, for a special
last page, in the expression of the Bishop of Ohio.
we take all blame to ourselves for its not having had
doctrine of justification, ‘ because all the errors of his studies in divinity under a Puritan and Non-Con purpose, than even the exposition of the Scriptures. ‘to build the temple of the lord.’ Their distinguish
Martin (of the reformation) were resolved into that formist, named Thomas. Recoiling from the Anti- To recall the great principles of the Reformation, as ing doctrine is, that every human being, no matter
It affords as the sincerest pleasure to learn that place in our columns. We had quite forgotten havpoint. For (said they) having undertaken from the monianism which he perceived to be rapidly growing illustrated by a comparison with those of the Church how wicked he may be through life, or how irnpen- the congregation of St. Paul’s,’ Detroit, under the ing seen any report, and are obliged to the secretary
beginning to oppugn the Indulgences, he saw he up under the extremes of doctrine to which many of of Rome, and the Romanising Divinity of Oxford, itantly he may die, in the very moment after his immediate pastoral care of the Bishop, has so far for recalling it dimly to our recollection—that we
could not obtain his purpose, except he destroyed that way had gone, he became a devoted reader ol seemed to the author to be the precise desideratum death enters into perfect happiness! According to increased as to require enlargement of the Church may exculpate him from any the least blame.
The following came to hand too late for our last
the works of repentance, (expiatory penances) in Grotius aud Episcopius, associating with those wri at Lhe present juncture, and of dimensions sufficient this system, the flood which must have swept the edifice. This we tiust will soon be effected.
number.]
defect whereof, Indulgences do succeed. And jus ters the works of Hammond and Jeremy Taylor, to occupy a volume by itself. He is fully persuaded inhabitants of the old world to heaven was not a
CENTRAL MISSIONARY CONVOCATION.
tification, by faith only, seemed to him a good means wherein he perceived no little sympathy with the that with a truly Protestant communion the most curse but a great blessing! and Noah and his fam
OHIO.
The first meeting of the Central Missionary Conto effect this—from whence he hath denied efficacy former, on the subject of justification. In the year direct refutation of Oxford Divinity is itself. Only ily were hardly treated in being kept out of that
KENYON COLLEGE—THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
vocation of the Episcopal Clergy of this Diocese was
in the sacraments, authority of priests, purgatoiy,, 1669 was first published his Harmonia Apostolica, let it be displayed without ‘reserve:’ let the system blissful abode/ The Amalekites and other nations
In a former number, we took occasion, from a very
sacrifice of the m iss, and all other remedies for re for the reconciliation of the Epistle of St.- James, which has been brought before the public so skillfully which were exterminated by the express command intimate knowledge of the actual state of our Dioce held in Gambier, on Tuesday evening, Nov. 17th,
with those of St. Paul, in reference to that matter.
184U. lhe Rev. Dr. Sparrow was appointed Chairof God, were only translated to ‘a better country!’
mission of sins.’
By this work, far more than any other, was the and reservedly, by heterogeneous parts, so that it And Ananias and Sapphira who were smitten to in san Institutions at Gambier, to say,in general terms, man ol the meeting,and Rev. Mr. Muenscher, Secre‘Such was the just view entertained in the Coun
that they are in a flourishing state. At the time we
required
the
skill
of
a
professional
anatomist,
to
find
standard ol orthodoxy, among the divines of the
tary. A constitution was drafted and after discussion,
stant death, were only despatched to the ‘heavenly
cil of Trent, of that on which the whole work of
Church of England, on justification and its kindred out their place in the body, and to form, from them, inheritance, to receive ‘a croivn of glory!!’ We were not aware that a different opinion had to any approved by the members present, subject, however,
the reformation was built, and by which the whole
extent obtained—otherwise it might have seemed
anyr accurate idea of the whole frame-work, be set up,
subjects, reduced to that low degree which afterwards
to alteration and amendment at a subsequent meeting
structure of Romanism was cast down. The doc
and seen in its own proper aspect; its several mem might go further: but we will not waste time and proper to go a little more into detail than at that
of the Convocation, at which it was expected there
reigned so widely in the times of the Non-Jurors,
paper,
in
showing
the
absurdity
of
attempting
to
trine of justification by faith was the master-princi
time we felt called upon to do. In our last, we gave would be a full attendance. The Convocation adand which went on debilitating and exanimating the bers and joints, and dependencies, and connections, hold such a system under a Christian profession.
ple of the reformation. ‘ Therefore by a contrary
our readers an abstract of the catalogue of students,
and humors, and issues, and appetencies—all pre
journed to meet at the same place on the 31st day
religion of the Anglican Church ; till, in the latter
way (said the chief theologians of the Council) he
sented! its work then is done. Its day is ended. And yet, if a general assent to the truth of the Bi just published, intimating that we should again ad of Dec. last. At this meeting there were present,
part of the last century, by ‘the renewing of the
ble,
be
a
sufficient
term
of
common
union
in
a
reli

that will establish the body of the Catholic doctrine
vert to thesubject. We take occasion now to enThe Protestant Church is too much alive to the truth
the Rt. Rev. Bishop Mcllvaine, Rev. Dr. Sparrow,
Holy Ghost,’ there took place the contemporaneous
(in other words, he that would re-instate indulgen-.
that Popery is the Antichrist, ‘that Man ofSin,’ re gious enterprise, how shall we exclude the standard vite attention to the College and Seminary.
Rev. Messrs. Wing, Muencher,Halsey,Blake, Badger’,
and connected blessings of the revival of true, spir
bearers
of
this
or
of
any
other
corrupting
error
K
enyon
CoLLECe
we
regard
as
unequivocally
the
ces, penances, purgatory, the opus opeintum of the
vealed in the Scriptures, ‘who opposeth and exalteth
Ufford and Sandels. Several alterations in the conitual piety, and the return of the teaching and prea
from
our
Christian
associations?
*
most deserving of the rank of a College of anv in
sacraments, the authority of the priests absolutions,
himself above all that is called God, or that is wor
stitution were proposed and adopted. The followching of the doctrine of the reformers, as to the sin
the sacrifice of the mass, &c.) must overthrow the
shipped,’ and that ‘there is no society of Christians The two aspects of death—A sermon preached in stitution known to us, at the West. It is bona fide a
ing is the constitution as amended and approner’s justification before God.
College of a decidedly high character. We well ved.
heresy of justification by faitii only.’* In all this,
in the world, where Antinomianism and Libertinism
All Saint’s church, New York, on the second Sunduy
‘
But
greatly
as
the
Antinomian
abuses
during
the
remember to have heard from the lips of one of the
there was the soundest view of the relation of cause
more reign, than among the Papists, with whose ve
Art. 1. That part of the Diocese of Ohio situa
after Trinity. By Benjamin, I. Haight A. M.,
most intelligent and successful educators of the west, ted South of Wayne Co. and of a line runing par.
and effect. And therefore have we no question, that time of the Commonwealth, followed by the general ry faith they are interwoven,’* not to ba turned
Rector.
languor
in
regard
to
religious
doctrine
which
the
ex

an expression in reference to Kenyon College still allel with the south line of said County, until it
now, while Oxford Divinity is fast developing its re
away, in entire rejection, lrorn a system which, as
This is a funeral discourse. The name of the au
al character, in divers ramifications of overt Roman citements of that stormy period had left upon the will be shown in this volume, iB little else than Po thor is well known in this community, and in no stronger than that we have used, and we have never strikes the Scioto River; west of the Ohio Canal,
heard a scholar of liberal mind intimately acquaint north of the National Road (exclusive of Columbus),
ism, and exhibiting the strongest tendencies to do so, public mind, and the flood of licentiousness which pery restrained.’
mind is it associated with other than kind and re
ed with the regime of Kenyon, and its faithful and I
more and more, the only explanation needed is to be ensued, had prepared the way for the gradual recep
spectful sentiments. We recur with pleasure to our thorough course of study, who did not feel obliged ' and east of the Scioto River, shall comprize the
* Bull's Works, by Nelson, Sermon, 1.
found in its entire defection from the scriptural doc tion of such doctrines as were taught by the disci
territory embraced within the limits of the Central
fraternal
intercourse
with
him
as
a
co-worker
in
the
to award to it this praise at least: that it is one of Missionary Convocation of Ohio.
trine of how a sinner may be ‘just with God,' and ples of Bull, going beyond their teacher; the famous
WHAT IS PERSECUTION?—A PARiBLE.
ministry.
The
following
extract
from
the
sermon
the ripest and best institutions of our Western States
the only antidote required, is the clear understand work of that great master did not appear without
Art. 2. The clergymen of the Protestant Epi*
A health and life-preserving Society is formed, shows that he is not unskillful in the work of cloth —aud steadily,year by year,earning rank among the
ing, the faithful teaching, the full carrying out of arousing the strongest opposition to its doctrines as
copal Church canonically resident within the afore
ing
a
pilgrim
in
fit
armor
for
the
last
conflict.
May
whose chief object is to place in every family, a cele
an
abandonment
of
the
principles
of
the
reformation,
most stable and thorough educational establishments
that same great doctrine, so mighty in the war of the
territorial limits, shall be members of this Conbrated medicine chest: which was arranged and pre- he live to witness many such seals to his ministry of the countrv. Its orowth has been slow—it has said
vocation.
atndj^iib.Qlk.d.W.the inconsistent with the Articles and Homilies of the I
Art. X -me offices of the Convocation shall be
He fears not the grave; the narrow, damp cold been strengthened by trial, and is now in the most
the imputed righteousness of Christ, through the with the vital principle of Romanism. ‘ There was sician that ever lived. Most modern physicians are
presently (says Nelson, in his Life of Bull) no small agreed, as to the essential medicines, which it con grave; the home of corruption. That is to be unequivocal and best sense, worthy the confidence a President, Secretary,and Treasuef, to be appointed
alone agency of a living faith.
and the prayers and benefactions of all who honor at each annual meeting, the time and place of'which
‘Clearly as the strength of Romanism was known, alarm both in the church and out of it, from Mr. tains, and the mode of administering them. But the final resting place of his body. His Lord sound learning, in candidly avowed connexion with shall be designated by the Bishop.
by the English reformers, to lie in her errors concer Bull's performance, as if the Church of England and there are certain practitioners, who have a process and Master is the resurrection and the life: aud the piety and discipline of the Episcopal Church.
Art 4. The objects of this Convocation shall be
ning justification, there were not wanting, even in the whole Protestant religion, were by it, in danger. of diluting or compounding, which renders the believing in him, he knows that he shall never
Differences of opinion there may at times have 1st, The collection of funds for the Missionary and
their times, those who, for lack of a right view of For bis departing herein from the private opinions remedies, not only inefficacious but destructive. die, but that the hour is coming when hearing his been as to the wisdom of certain measures during
all powerful voice, it should come forth, this cor the eleven or twelve years of its history of constant* Education Committee of the Diocese. 2nd, The
the relative bearing of this subject on all other paits of some doctors of our church, was by several, inter They are an organized body, with their lectures,
supplying of destitute places within the bounds of
ruption putting on incorruption, and this mortal
books,
and
periodicals,
in
which
they
speciously
set
preted
torno
less
than
a
departing
from
thefaith
by
of divinity, were disproportionately occupied with
putting on immortality. He fears not sin. It ly growing usefulness—but how unworthy the least the Convocation with the preaching of the Gospel.
manifestations of Romanism, which, however evil, her delivered ; hence there arose in the charch no forth the superiority of their modes. They become
Art. 5. Besides the annual meeting ofthe Convois indeed the sting of death, and the strength of enlarged mind—especially how unworthy of any
should have been regarded only as the poisonous is small contention whether this interpretation of scrip contributors to the Society and expect equal part
sin is the law; but his joyful exclamation is, Christian among us, who desires to see our Zion at cation, other meetings shall be held from time to
and
prominence
in
all
its
doings.
ture
were
conformable
to
the
Articles
of
Religion,
sues of that one central source of error in religion
A dozen or more physicians of ordinary respecta ‘thanks be to God who giveth us the victory the West arise and shine, to allow any such honest nme by adjournment or at the call of the Bish‘where satan's seat is.’ To such mistakes, the cele and the Homily of Justification therein referred to ;
bility, think that they see evil in such an association. through our Lord Jesus Chrisi.’ Is he a siuner? inference of opinion for one moment to have in
some
maintained
with
our
author
that
it
was
;
some
brated reformer, Fox, referred, when, in his discourse,
Art. 6. At every meeting of the Convocation
They come together and reason among themselves, •The blood of Jesus Chriat deanseth from all sin,’ fluence in lessening his interest and zeal for the Col
entitled ‘ Christ Triumphant,’ he said : It is neces doubted about it, and others downright denied it, and
thus: ‘We see not, how we can sit with these prac and with that blood he has been washed. Is it lege. Above all, how unworthy of true candor any a Missionary Sermon shall be preached, and, if
condemned
it
as
heretical.
There
was
many
a
hard
sary that this doctrine (justification) should be re
titioners, as managers e.v-ofiicio, unite on equal terms written, ‘the soul that sinneth, it shall die?’ prejudice which should blind the eye to the present deemed expedient, a colection taken up.
tained and jireached in the church ; which being of censure passed upon the book—yea, there were not
Art. 7. It is expected of eveiy clergyman
with them on public stands, and publish our names It is also written, ‘He was wounded for our trans interesting slate and prospects of the Institution.
long time hidden from Christians and almost'extin wanting then, even men of some eminence in our
1 he Faculty are men of acknowledged ability and connected with this Convocation, that he spend
professionally, with theirs, in a great life-preserving gressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the
church,
who
with
all
their
might
opposed
him,
prob

guished, the heroical and mighty spirit of Christ, by
chastisement of our peace was upon him, and worth,—practical and experienced educators,—har two Sundays in each year in Missionary labor under
the ministering and preaching of Martin Luther,t ably out of a well-meant zeal, and would certainly enterprise, without ostensibly at least, lending coun with his stripes we are healed.’ Does con monious and enthusiastic in their work,-the’Libra the direction of the Convocation.
hath kindled and raised up again in the Church.— have overwhelmed him in his doctrine, had it been tenance to their destructive mode of practice, ltis science accuse him, does Satan fill his mind with ry is one of the best, if not decidedly the very best
Art. 8. All the funds collected by the Convo
true they profess to value the chest; hut they evi
Yet such is the misery and mischief of these wicked possible. ’
doubts and fears? He hies to the Cross of Cal of any institution west of the mountains, and the cation shall be paid over to the Treasurer of the
dently
take
great
liberties
with
iis
directions,
and
days, through the subtie practising of satan, that all ‘Thus much is acknowledged by the non-juring Nel
avail themselves of every occasion to affirm, that in vary and clings to it as his only hope. ‘Christ locality singularly favorable for the pursuit of study _ Dmcesan Missionary and Education Committee,
Christendom is in an uproar by matters of conten son, who fully embraced the views of Bull. Amonoits passage down from antiquity its medicines have died for my sins and rose again for my justifica I in a word Kenyon College, instead of the mere pre to be appropriated as the donors may designate.
tions, and in the mean time, all regard of that which the Bishops who resisted the influence of those
Art. 9. riiis Constitution may be altered or
become misplaced,, and corrupted. Grant that some tion. He has said, him that cometh unto me I tensions of an academy or high school for boys, is
is the most principal point of our salvation is set at views, the one who proceeded much further than any
amended
by a majority of the members ofthe Con
in
the
fulest
sense
what
is
meant
by
a
C
ollege
,
not
will
in
no
wise
cast
out.
There
is
now
no
con

nought, and almost brought again to utter decay.’ 1 of his brethren, was Morley, Bishop of Winchester. I of them may be intelligent, gentlemanly and sincere demnation to them that are in Christ Jesus.’ in name but in fact-having also its subordinate and vocation at any regular meeting of the same.
or
thoroughly
deluded. All this does not change
‘The reformer is evidently referring to contentions 1 Lectures were read against them before the Univer the destructive character of their medicines, and on These are his thoughts, these are his words, and I reparatory schools, for pupils, either preparing for
The Convocation made choice ofthe following offiabout the more superficial parts of Romanism ; as I sity of Oxford, by Dr. Barlow, llwn Margaret Pro ly renders them more dangerous.
ers, for the year ensuing:
with them does he put to flight the enemies and a collegiate course or for business.
fessor
of
Divinity,
afterwards
Bishop
of
Lincoln.*
_
if the symptoms were the disease, while its ‘ evil
Kenyon College stands in no need ofcommendaRev. S. A. Bronson, President.
Nor are we by any means sure that we are at lhe disturbers of his peace. He fears not the
heart of unbelief’ was overlooked. Such has been But the most conspicuous writer in the Church of
judgement. At the thought of this he lifts up tion from us. Its Alumni, many ofthem already ocRev. Joseph Muenscher, Secretary.
liberty
to
consider
this,
a
question
of
mere
expedien

far too much the case, in what has been said and England, against the doctrines of Bull, was Dr. Tul
Rev. M. 7. C. Wing, Treasurer.
cy. For the great Physician who prepared these his head, knowing that his redemption draweth copying stations ofcommanding influence and usefully,
Principal
of
St.
Edmund
’
s
Hall,
Oxford,
a
di

written concerning the system of doctrine which is
nigh. HisJudge is none other than his Saviour ness are its living epistles;—its present, able and zeal
The Missionary Sermon was preached before the
vine of high standing in the University for learning, medicines, has left solemn warnings in reference to and his friend, who has himself paid the penalty ous faculty—its noble corps of students, the strong
considered in this volume.
Convocation in Ross Chapel, January 1st, by Bish
eloquence, piety, zeal, and usefulness. This writer those who pervert them. He has told us to ‘beware of his sins, and in whom he has been accepted. hold it has upon the confidence and respect of the
‘Ilad it been always tried by such an eye as that
op Mcllvaine, and a collection taken up amounting
was amazed at the indifference oi insensibility to the of false physicians.’ He and all his immediate Of himself deserving nought but condemnation, most enlargeo minds of the west, and of the whole
to $58,30. The next meeting will be held in Trin
which searched the heart of Romanism at the refor
pupils,
iiave
applied
to
them
epithets,
which
by
interests of religion, of many who endeavored to per
feeling and owning that he is an unprofitable country—these are a sufficient guaranty that no ity Church, Newark, on Friday and Saturday, the
mation ; or as that with which our Andrews and
suade him to decline the controversy, on the ground some in our day, would be pronounced harsh. One servant, he yet knows that Christ will say to gratuitous ill report of its being less flourishing than 19th and 20th days of March next.
Hall and Usher and Davenant detected the main
that the points in dispute were matters of compara of his pupils declares, that though ‘an angel from him with all his Saints, ‘Come, ye blessed chil- heretofore, will doit the slightest permanent injury.
JOSEPH MUENSCHER, Secretary.
spring of all Romish corruptions, in the controver
tive unimportance, not worth the risking of the peace heaven,’ were to giveany other directions than those dred of my Father, inherit the kingdom paepared W e should rejoice however, to see every Episcopa
sies of their day, we should not have heard less in
of the Church, while to him they seemed to involve which had been given, he would justly expose him for you from the foundation of the world,’ and lian of the west at least, understanding and appre
SCIOTO CONVOCATION.
deed of the tendencies of this new divinity to the
‘the most noble and momentous of all controversies,’ self to a heavy penalty. And another eminent that so he will go away into everlasting life. Is ciating it rightly: and it is for this reason that we
At
the
recent
meeting of the Sciota Convocation,
more manifest heresies of Popery ; but we should
and to put in jeopardy ‘the very palladium of the Re primitive practitioner of great mildness and gentle the valley dark? He is not therein alone; and have felt called upon to speak what we do know.
atCircleville-(briefly described to us as highly inhave heard much more of its identity with Popery
ness
of
character
in
speaking
of
a
primary
prescrip

formation.’ Under this conviction he published, in
He who is with him is the light of the world, and
terest.ng) attended by the Rev. Messrs. Preston,
in that grand defection from the truth concerning
1674, a Latin Treatise, entitled ‘Justification, as de tion of his great Master, utters the following warn his followers can never walk in darkness. As THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF THE DIOCESE OF OHIO. Burr, Peet and Arnett, a collection of $40,00 was
the sinner’s justification before God, in which they
A report has circulated to some extent, without the taken up.
livered by St. Paul, without works, asserted and illus ing, ‘If there come any unto and bring not this he enters it, the rays of the sun of righteousness
both alike do live and move and have their being.
trated accordm g to the sense of the Church ofi England, medicine, receive him not into your house, neither pierce the gloom, and cause night to give place to slightest foundation in truth, and it is perhaps just
The next meeting of the Scioto Convocation will
‘Few evidences ol that sad decline in the Church
and all the rest ofi the reformed churches against the bid him God speed. For he that biddeth him God day. Is the way difficult and dangerous? He to presume without the slightest mlmhon on the
beheld at St. Paul's Church,-(Rev. Mr. Peel’s,)
of England from the spirit and doctrine of her mar
speed
is
partaker
of
his
evil
deeds.
’
And
if
this
part
of
any
one,of
injury
to
the
institutions
at
Gam

late innovators.’ In the publication of this work,
journeys not without a rod and staff. He leans
Chillicothe, on the Sunday before Ash-Wednesday.
tyred reformers, which the eighteenth and the latter
the author was encouraged by Bishop Morley, who pupil so beloved of his Master, was so particular in on the arms of Omnipotence. Such is death to bier, that the Theological Department~or to speak
part of the seventeenth century exhibited, are more
read it m manuscript, with approbation. Therein, warning us not to do or say aught, even in private the Christian. The dismal vail is illumined with accuracy—the Theological Seminary, is al
CORRESPONDENCEstriking than that which appears in the almost en
it is charged that the doctrine of justification, as ex intercourse, which might be construed into a coun with a brightness passing that of the midday’s most or quite extinct: and that the only Theologi
The following papers are introduced here merely
tile exclusion from ihe controversies carried on in
tenance
of
a
false
physician,
what
would
he
say
(if
J
sun. The way through it is safe and pleasant. cal Seminaries now worthy to be regarded as sueffi as matter of record.
pounded by the author of the Harmonia, ‘ was prop
those days, with Rome, of the doctrine of justifica
erly heretical, as being contrary, in a fundamental he were now alive) to a public, equal association Death to him is an event full of hope and peace. arc those of New York and Alexandria! We can
Theological
Seminary,
Dec.
15,1840
tion. In the days of the reformation, who would
not butexpress our unfeigned astonishment at such To the President ofthe Board of Trustees oft’be
point, to the testimony of scripture, and against the with them in a great, primary Health and Life-pre Yea, to him death is gain.’
have written upon Popery and not spoken of the opinion of the Catholic fathers, the judgment of the serving enterprize!
a report,-while the students." of the Seminary have
I htological Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio:
doctrine of justification by inherent righteousness,
After reasoning among themselves, the phj sicians,
Emmanuel Church, Kensington, (Philadelphia,) never been less than nine (in the most depressed
Church of England, and the determinations of all
Rt. Rev. and Dear Sir,
as its main and vital principle 7 Read the solemn
before
mentioned,
resolved
to
embody
their
senti

has
been
recently
much
enlarged,
was
reopened
for
state
of
the
funds
of
the
Education
and
Missionary
the foreign reformed churches.’
I take leave through you, to ten
confessions of the Anglican Martyrs 1 They are
ments in a brief and respectful appeal to the Board public worship on the last Sunday, in December. Society on which they chiefly depend for support)
‘The grand question in dispute, according to Dr.
der to the Board of Trustees, my resignation of the
full of protest against this chief corruption. What
of Managers of the Society aforesaid. Were they It is spoken of as ‘a neat specimen of Gothic Archi and while the corps of Theological Professors in
Professorship of Pastoral Divinity and Sacred Rhet
pains does the venerable Latimer take to be distinct Tully, was expressed precisely as in the ensuing right? Ought they to be regarded as persecutors of a tecture’ and as being filled by a stable congregation cluding the Bishop of the Diocese, who is zealously
oric, in the Theological Seminary of Ohio: and in
volume
we
have
stated
the
main
question
between
and continual on this head 1 How does Hooper larninorty, or as conscientious men, considerate for of worshippers.
enagedin the duties of the Seminary half the year
Popery
and
Oxford
Divinity,
on
the
one
hand,
and
doing
so, respectfully to assure you and the Board
borit 1 The controversial work of Iladdon, in the
has never for the last three years,been less than four
*
the doctrine of the Anglican Church, on the other, the general welfare?
The Tenth Anniversary of the flourishing Sunday and for the greater part of that time, not Jess than ofthe lively and zealous interest which I shall con
reign of Elizabeth, against the Portuguese divine,
viz. ‘what is that, for the sake of which God may re
schools ot the Church of the Epiphany [ Dr. Tyng's, ] five, and while arrangements have been steadily, and tinue to feel, in the increasing usefulness ofthe Dio
Osorius, written as a sort of State-book, as Strype
SCEPTICISM UNDER THE CHRISTIAN NAME,
ceive a sinner to grace, may acquit him from the
was celebrated on the closing Sunday of the year. according to means in hand, in progress, for the cesan Institutions at Gambier, and the sincere plea
calls it, in defence of the English reformation, and
UNION.
curse of the law, and make him an heir of everlast
These schools number 500 scholars and 50 teachers. completion of Bexley Hall for the accommodation sure it will always afford me to have it in my power
completed by Fox, is occupied, in a very large part
in any vvay, to promote their prosperity.
The present is an age of great union, in Christian
ing
life.
’t The side espoused by Dr. Tully, which
of its pages, with the single subject of justification.
I remain with affectionate and respectful
was precisely that of justification through faith only, enterprise. And the spirit of opposition to the gos
The 29th Anniversary of the Society for the Ad of a greater number ofstudents. We deem it a sacred
How much the judicious Hooker made of it, who
Consideration, your and their
by the imputed righteousness of Christ, was main- pel, dreading the force of such a combination, has vancement of Christianity was recently held in duty to the Church-(l0 the discharge of which we
ever has read his Discourse of Justification cannot
are prompted as well by our love to the Seminary as
Servant in the Gospel
assumed new aspects and forms. The adversary has St. James’ Church, Philadelphia.
but know. Such views of the eminent prominence
by a conviction that its actual state of present useful
* The present Margaret Professor, Dr. Faussett, not been slow to shape his devices to suit the times.
B„
b„f
CHAU"CEY coLton.
of this subject in all controversies with Rome, con- has followed the example of his learned predecessor,
Georgia Episcopal Institute and Christ College.— ness and its promise of yearly increasing usefulness
Instead
of
the
old
divisions,
of
Protestantism,
Ro

in having published strongly against the new and en
are such as to entitle it to the fullest confidence of
larged edition of Bull’s doctrines, as exhibited in the manism and Scepticism we have the last classifica>- An institution bearing this name has been recently every western churchman)—to vindicate it on every
* Paul's Hist. Council of Trent, p. 190.
Gambier, Dec. 16, 1849.
new divinity of Oxford ; while the Regius Professor I tion, subdivided into various sects, all assuming the incorporated by the legislature of Georgia, for the
I Elsewhere, this reformer speaks, as all English of Divinity, Dr. Hampden, has borne a noble testi- }
To the Rev. Chauncey Colton, D. D.,
purposes of Christian and general education, under tting occasion from such misrepresentation.
Christian
name
and
loud
for
union
and
liberality.
reformers were wont Io speak, of ‘ the grave and ex mony to the truth, against the same errors, in a late
What would the church in Ohio have been—not
Dear Sir,—In accepting the resignation of
the auspices and in conformity with the principles
eellent judgment of Marlin Luther, that most singe- '
Jar and ehosen instrument of setting forth tile gospel ! sermon on justification by faith.
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United to speak of other Western Dioceses—but for the vour Professorship in the Theological Seminary of
t A; ologia pro Harmonia, Sect. iii. $ 7,
of Christ’

®hr ©pisropal ©bscrncr.

2i

®1)€ Western (Episeopot ©burner.
the Diocese of Ohio, I cannot but express, in the CINCINNATI & LOUISVILLE.
ntjne’of the Board of Trustees, a grateful sense of
the very disinterested spirit in which you have labo
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1811.
riously discharged the duties of that office, without
salary, but with as much punctuality and diligence “£l)c form nnh pressure of the Cimt
andVa*ns
cheerfulness, as if fully paid; and while
engaged in other laborious duties from which your Selections from the Poetical Literature of the
West. Cincinnati: U. P. James. 1 Vol. 12mo.
support was obtained, you have done the entire duty
‘Hers is a wreath
of a Professor, and laid the Theological Seminary
With many an unripe blossom garlanded,
ufcdermuch obligation of thankfulness.
Jnd many a- -— flower
Yours very affecti onately,
Which wdl not wither.*
CHARLES P." McILVAINE.
This volume of Western Poetry was briefly an
Bishop of Ohio, and Prest. of Theol. Seminary. nounced in our paper of last week, as in press and
nearly ready for publication by an enterprising house
Theological Seminary, Dec. 16,1840.
of Cincinnati. We have before us some 200 pages
Rev. and Dear Sir,
of the work, which we have read, for the most pa:t,
The announcement of your resig with a hearty pleasure. We do even read and rel
nation of the Professorship of‘Pastoral Divinity and ish poetry!—and while the boundless heavens are
Sacred Rhetoric,’ in this Institution, induces us to above us—and the morning stars still sing together
give expression to the feelings, towards you, which —and there is no speech nor language ol nature or
this event has awakened. With some of us the re truth, where the voice of poetry is not heard—what
lation of instructor and pupil has been but short. are we that we should affect lobe above or below its
We, nevertheless, all feel that the lively interest influence? We are not ashamed to say that amidst
you have manifested in our welfare, and your disin the prose-poetry of real work-day life, we have ever
terested and persevering exertions for our improve an open heart and an open ear for the true inspira
ment, have laid us under a lasting debt of gratitude; tion of poetry—and that we do sometimes find an
while your uniform and affectionate kindness has hour for the mount ofsor.g—albief, rather to listen
awakened in our breasts feelings and attachments reverently than to profane—as the custom is of this
which we trust will never be forgotten.
literal and unreverent age.
Permit us, therefore, Rev. and Dear Sir, while we
We like the specimen pages of the volume oefore
most affectionately tender to you this slight tribute us, not less that the poetry and the prose ot it—(the
of gratitude and esteem, at the same time to assure matter and the getting-up)—are thoroughly wes
you that you have our sincere prayers and earnest tern—the production of western genius and western
wishes for your future happiness and prosperity.
enterprise. True poetry we know, like the golden
In behalf of the students,
sun-light, and the free air, is independent oflocality.
H. L. RICHARDS, Committee.
Still it is right and fit that the early native poetry of
Rev. Du. Colton.
a region so rich in all the materials of this depart
ment of letters as Western America—with the dew
Cincinnati, Dec. 23, 1340.
of virgin nature still upon her brow—should be em
To the Students of the Theological Seminary of the
bodied in a permanent form.
Diocese of Ohio;
If this work shall be welcomed and read as it de
Gentlemen,--In acknowledging your kind
serves to be, it will we understand, be succeeded by
note, handed me on the eve of my departure from
several volumes of Selections from the Prose Literature
Gambier, I beg to assure you of the sincere regard
of the IVcst, for which materials already in the hand
which I entertain toward you personally, and the
of the editor of this volume, are abundant. Though
deep interest I shall continue to feel for your progress
his name does not appear in the title-page, the work is
in all good learning, and your ‘ profiting' in every
forth-coming, we understand,under the supervision of
thing that may tend to make you ‘ apt and meet to
Mr Gallagher of the Cincinnati Daily Gazette. We
exercise the ministry to the glory of God and the ed
shall find occasion to advert to the series again and
ifying of the church.’
to the first volume when it shall be announced as
In taking leave of you, as I have already done,
published.
and of the institution of which you are members, 1
should do violence to my feelings were I not to say,
SHAMEFUL E1OT AT DAYTON.
that while I enter upon my new field of labor with
We
join
our brethren of tlie press in giving utter
a strong heart, and as I trust in obedience to clear
indications of duty, and in humble reliance upon the ance to our deep indignation, at the conduct of the
blessing of the divine Head of the Church, I shall ev incendiary mobs of Dayton: we trust there is ample
er feel the liveliest interest in your happiness and redress at law for the sufferers; and that the old
usefulness, and in the increasing prosperity of our common law principle, if no special statute is al.
Diocesan Seminary; and as opportunity and strength hand, will render the county liable for all such in
shall he given me, will for Zion's sake, laborearnest- human violence, so as to cover and more than cover
the Josses of the sufferers. No man, whether he be
4y and zealously to advance its interests.
Let me, in my present work, always have an in white or black, can feel safe in his bed at night or
terest in your affectionate remembrace and prayers. oy his own evening fire-side, so long as the savage
spirit of these recent murders, is permitted to stalk
With sincere Christian regard, 1 remain
through the land. Awake! public sentiment, and
Your friend andserv’t in the Gospel,
speak out boldly; lift high the sword, ye who sit
CHUANCEY COLTON.
upon the tribunals of penal justice and execute with
The annexed correspondence is published in accor. fearless energy the laws of the land: or else, give
dande with a resolution of the Vestry of Harcourt us fair warning and we will return to a state of na
Parish. Room has not been found for it at an earli ture and bar up otir doors and windows at night,
er date.
and sleep with a loaded musket in every chamber,
Gambier, Dec. 5, 1840.
and a trusty blade hanging fiom our bed post, and
To the Wardens and Vestry of Harcourt Parish:
take care of ourselves. The Arab of the desert,
Gentlemen:—Having been called, as I trust whose pillow is the saddle of his horse, and whose
by the Providence of God, to another field of labor, hand ever giasps his matchlock, may sneer at the
I deem it incumbent upon me at this lime, to resign safety of civilized life, where person and property
into your hands, the Rectorship of Harcourt Parish, are not better protected than with us of late years.
the duties of which—so fei- ns the peculiar disabili
ties of the Parish have allowed, yet in a very modi
fied and imperfect manner—I have endeavored to
FOREIGN.
discharge, during the period of my connection with
The sum and substance of the foreign news
the Theological Seminary of the Diocese, the last
is this:
three years.
The complete success in the objects of the
In taking leave of you Gentlemen, I beg to assure
British expedition to China.
you of the entirely cordial regard, which I entertain
The offer of the Emperor to treat with
toward you, and most sincerely to thank you for
the uniform kindness and consideration which have Admiral Elliott, cither at Canton or Ningpo.
■marked your official and personal intercourse with The promise of an indemnity of three mill
me. I will only add, that I shall not cease to feel ions sterling, the Island of Chusan to be held
the liveliest interest in the happiness of yourselves till it is paid. The disgrace of the High Com
and families, and in the spiritual and temporal pros missioner Lin. A reported forcing of the
Bocca Tigris, and attack upon Canton.
perity of the Parish.
With the fervent prayer that grace, mercy, and
The Cabul and Afghanistan war is also
peace, may be multiplied unto you,
terminated. Dost Mohammed, after another
I remain, Gentlemen,
defeat, is in the hands of the British. The
Your friend and servant
Bcloochees beaten every where. Khetalin the Gospel.
re-occupied by the British.
CHAUNCEY COLTON.
In 3hort, the British are omnipotent in In
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be independeui, and to have all their rights pracrtically acknowledged.
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Wheeling, Va.
H. D. Krown,
field, Connecticut, thirty-five years ago, at the
series of christan biographical works, with Ins life. large, in the confidence that in the circle of his asThe work has been prepared with great labor and | s°c*ates aud corre.-pondents, he is surrounde ^^y_a^
falling of a shower of meteoric stones—an inci
Private Musical Becture.
care, and should suitable encouragement be given, the zeal, experience and talent requisite for im
dent well known to men of science as happening
permanent value to subli a publication.
The commencing Seminary Lecture to the last in the sale of this volumn, it will be followed by parting
It is emphatically called for by the growing interest
at that time. Our informant was in Fairfield at
others.
Each
volume
will
be
complete
within
itself,
Juvenile class, will be given at half past three
this section of the Union in the whole subject of
the time, and his recollection of that remarkable
so as to enable purchasers to possess any one of the of
female education upon the best and sounde: t princi
o'clock, on Thursday afternoon, next (the ISlhinst.) works or the entire series.
event is as vivid as though it was but yesterday.
ples.
at Mr. and Mrs. Nixon’s Musical Seminary; Race
January 15 1341.
—Com. Adv. Jan, 25.
We are hound within no narrow limits, A substreet, third door below Fourth.
Theology.
eet wider in its range than that which lies before us,
The subject will be the Rationale of ‘Sharps and
Popular Instruction.—Governor Roman states
XFORD, or Tracts for the Times, by members cannot be suggested ; and in seeking to give interest
of the University of Oxford, in 3 vols. 8 vo. as well as usefulness to our woik, we can be at no
that Louisiana is, of all the States of the Union, Flats.’ Mr. Logier’s celebrated muemonical method
of
teaching
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Key-notes;
and
the
principles
oj
loss for topics. “ The world is all before us, where
price $5,00.
that which has spent the most money for public
N. Whiting, Columbus, has just received to choose.” Religion, whether in its own purity
instruction. The appropriations for this object modulation, adapted to the capacities oj the youngest theIsaac
complete series so far as published in this coun and loveliness, or as connected with letters, and
alone in 1840 amounted to $141,763. The state pupils.
try, of the above celebrated works. Also, Scripture sanctifying while it elevates the aspirations and de
Ladies
and
Gentlemen,
interested
in
the
encour

Views of Holy Baptism, as established by the con velopments of genius ; the fireside circle, the seat
is entitled to 764,320 acres of land under the law
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Book and Job
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‘Man being immortal, to make him wise for this combined, of inestimab.e utility in country churches,
openly tender their first homage to the Pope, a world is not worth the pains, but to make him wise where Organists cannot always be procured. These in a neat style, with accuracy anti expedition.
A11 order's thankfully received.
eternal life is worthy of all efforts. This is the instruments are in very general use in the country
foreign potentate. Time was when this would unto
great truth which formed the basis of the motives
throughout England.
have entailed on them very unpleasant conse and prompted to the present undertaking, and with churches
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For superiority of construction and tone, he refers
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SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish
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tion and corner stone is now to be laid, is theologi best Organ, 1838.
ey Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.
that their unjust and pernicious influence is on cal
—its end is the salvation of the souls of men by The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot.
the decline.—British, Standard.
means of a Christian education. It is to be a school best Organ, 1839.
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand
of the prophets—ministers of the Gospel are to be
The Silver Medal of the Mechanics’ Institute for somely bound, 3t|cls. The work may be had of Myeist
& Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P.
American Quarterly Register—-/or February. trained here. This is its primary object, and with the best Organ, 1839.
out attaining this it fails of its end, which end, t here
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas & Co. incinnati;
New York.
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An Historical Presentation of Augustinism and
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points out upwards of twenty important pla assembled nation on the message of their chief,
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable
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with notes and additions, by the Rev. Ralph Emer
loss not short of $350,000, and with these vessels an accomplished Christian Education, are respect
son, professor of ecclesiastical history in the theo
anxious to fill with missionaries at an early rights, is also marked by a forbearance, which 224 souls have found a watery grave. The cost tully invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity
Address all ordersfor Books, and all remittance, to logical
seminary at Andover, Mass., 1 vol. 8vo,
John VV. Mitchell, Treasurer, qr,
day. If not twenty, are there not ten to be might well put more civilized and nominal Chris
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.
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THE JEW OF MOROCCO.
Concluded from page 24.

Day after day found me at Benoni’s side, un
til I became so intimate in the family that 1 pass
ed in and out without ceremony. And still I
had not yet had an opportunity of accomplishing
my object, for the invalid was always attended
either by his father, or his confidential Jewish
domestic, and I feared to excite their religious
jealousies prematurely. But Benoni’s case press
ed heavily upon me, and I sought continually to
present him in prayer at the throne of Grace.
It was about three weeks, after my first visit,
when I found myself once more at the door of
Simeon Ben Oliel’s dwelling, and soon after in
the apartment of his son.
The first glance
alarmed me, for I saw that Benoni’s features bore
the marks of violent agitation, his cheek was
of a deeper hue, and his eyes wet with tears,
were fixed on his father, who, seated at his side,
seemed stupified with grief. Neither noticed
me, and the affectionate domestic looked anxious
ly first at one, and then at the other, as if to read
an explanation of the scene. ‘Something,’ he
whispered me, ‘has happened; my master is not
wont to be thus dead in grief.’ Approaching
the elder Ben Oliel most respectfully, the faith
ful attendant kissed his passive hand, and in the
excitement of his feelings, forgetting my pre
sence, he inquired earnestly what had thus agi
tated him. The father at last roused to conscious
ness began to rend his hair and beard, as if in
agony, and then exclaimed in the accents of la
mentation, ‘Benoni! Benoni! well hast thou
been named the son of my sorrow! my son! my
son! oh, that thou shouldst turn apostate to the
faith of thy fathers!’ and then throwing himself on
the ground, he sent up an ‘exceeding great, and
bitter cry.’
The servant, horror-struck, looked from one
master to the other in silent anguish, till at
length, no longer able to endure it, he caught hold
of the hem of Benoni’s garment, saying, ‘It can
not, it must not be so.’

PROSPECTUS OF THE
mourn.’ Ashamed for a while to acknowledge were there collected. I heard the voice of la he had enjoined us to do, through his grace, for I
WISiEK.V EPISCOPAL OBSERVER.
that I was a Jew, I let her proceed, till she grad mentation and wo—I saw the the warm embrace ourselves; and how high we might, by this time,
irom enner u»
u‘ puonc rehearsal, with no
VOLUME XI.
ordinary satisfaction, that a work so greatly need
ually and plainly laid open the Christian system of friends—I heard farewell for ever, in this life, have stood in the scale of virtue, had we well
ed
in
the
Church,
has
at length been supplied.”
Arrangements having been made to publish the
to my mind. I could not but admire its singu pronounced by parents and children! by brothers employed the numberless hours which we cer
This (‘The Church Choir ) i8 a neatly printed
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal volume
of Church music ol oyer four hundred pa-’
lar appropriateness to my condition; but still, and sisters!
tainly might have well employed, we shall think simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
close of the present volume in December next, the ges, published by our enterprising citiien, Mr. Isaac
all the prejudices of the natural man, and the
it
but
reasonable
that
we
endeavor
by
double
It was the vessel which annually sails with
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name N. Whiting. From a hasty examination of the work,
! should judge it would be a valuable acquisition
Jew, rose in opposition to this religion, and when Jewish pilgrims from the Barbary States to Jer diligence to repair former neglects—reasonable of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed
iu a musical library. We say acquisition, because we
I was able to walk I left my kind hearted hostess, usalem. Those who, from the advance of old did I say? We shall embrace every opportunity at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
do
not believe one book sufficient for any scientific
The change of location to point so central to
with many thanks for her kindness, but in de age, feel death to be not far distant, or those with joy, and on our bended knees adore that the West, and so convenient for the early reception choir. It contains, besides a large number of the
old standard tunes, which have been sung in the
termined rebellion to Christianity.
who, in earlier life, receive a more speedy sum mercy, so much beyond all we could hope for, and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, Church ever since the days of Luther—a great
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the variety of beautiful pieces by some of the most emi
‘An impression had, however, been made on mons to the tomb, are earnestly desirous to which still vouchsafes us time and opportunity paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
nent composers of the present day. There are some
me, which I could not shake off by any effort: breathe their last faint breath in sight of their of being reconciled to God, and bringing forth these objects, the Proprietor lias invited and obtained 134 pages devoted, to Anthems, Sentences &nd
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec Chants, selected with special reference to the Epis
the words of this unlettered, but pious Christian beloved Jerusalem, and have their bodies deposit fruits meet for repentance.
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
service; among which we notice some of great
Eishop Horne.
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the copal
would continually return to my recollection, es ed, for their last resting places, among the rocks
which, to a choir of that Church, would be
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi merit;
worth
than the price of the book. We would
pecially during the sleepless hours of the night, which line the desolate valley of Jehoshaphat,
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published say tomore
our musical friends, examine it.—Cross and
The flower that follows the sun doth so even as above.
and I soon felt an earnest desire to possess a co through which are to pass, at the last great day,
Journal, Columbus.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
The Church Choir is for sale at M. C. Youngpy of that Gospel which she had found so pre the great concourse of risen believers, to the in cloudy days; -when it doth not shine forth, forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of
love’s bookstoie, Cleveland; O. B. Beebe's store,
cious: and yet I feared to awaken suspicion judgment seat of God, according to the popular yet it follows the hidden course and motion of the Gospel which it has always held and defended Cuyahoga Falls ; Myers <$• Miller’s bookstore,
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
among my Jewish relatives. In pursuance of my tradition of the Jews of the East at the present it; so the soul that moves after God keeps that Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy Gambier; Levi Brooks store, Mt. Vernon; Samuel
Wells’ bookstore, Newark; A. P, Prichard’s store,
course, when he hides his face, is content, yea is of the peculiarities of our communion.
purpose I sought again and again the residence of day.
It is the design of the editors to establish such cor Granville; J. G. Doddridge’s store, Circleville; the
glad
at
his
will
in
all
estates,
or
conditions,
or
Rev.
Mr. Burr, Portsmouth; Whiting & Kil
my humble friend, who, I discovered, was a Mo
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
I need not say how touching the scene, I was
bourne’s store, Springfield; by the Rev. Mr. Allen’,
the
earliest
religious
intelligence:
and
by
a
similar
events.
ravian, both in name and spirit. After some contemplating, was to a person possessed of or
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a Dayton; the Rev. Mr Guion, Piqua; Ed. Lucas
Leighton.
time, finding what were the principles of this dinary sensibility. My heart at least was deeply
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the &. Co.’s bookstore, Cincinnati; and Alex Ingrain,
’s store, Pittsburgh. It may be had in Baltimore,
establishment and progress of the Church through Jr.
worthy couple, I disclosed the secret of my reli impressed, was greatly agitated, and the more so
at the Bookstore of Armsliong & Berry; Philadel
portfolio.
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
phia, at the bookstore of Thomas, Cowperthwait
gion; but the only effect was to increase their as I beheld leaning over the poop of the vessel,
Chauncey Colton,
& Co. and Herman Hooker: New York, at the
READINGS FROM CUDWORTH.
Ww. Jackson,
tender concern for my spiritual welfare. Through with folded arms, and anguish depicted on every
bookstores of Swords, Stanford &. Co., and Collins,
Keese&Co.: New Haven, Ct., at the bookstore of
John T. Brooke,
them I procured a copy of the New Testament, feature, Simeon Ben Oliel; his right arm grasped
INGENIOUS LEARNING.
H
enry V. D. Johns Sidney Babcock: Hartford, Ct., at the bookstore of
which I literally devoured in secret, so delight the vessel—his left clasped the Bible of his-beSpalding & Storrs, and Belknap & Hamersley;)
In addition to the above arrangement for Ibe responsible editorship of the OB
There is indeed, as the philosopher tells us, a SERVER,
a department of it has been assigned to the pen of the author of the Boston, at the bookstore of James B. Dow; and in I
fully did its contents harmonize with my state of loved, his lamented child.
‘
•Young
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’
Companion,
”
ihe
“
Life
of
Wycliffe,
’
’
tic.
etc.
The
columns
un

bastardly kind of literature, and, as the apostle der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from oiher Washington city, at the bookstore of Win. M. Morri
feelings. By the urgent entreaties of the resto
■
chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct yomhful minds,—while reference son.
The anchor was up-heaved, the sails were un instructeth us, a knowledge falsely so called, sources,
will be had to interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from
Columbus, Oct. 3, 1840.
of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy.
rateur and his wife, I was, after much opposition, furled—Ben Oliel gave me his last silent salute— which deserves not to be pleaded for. But the some
It is designed to embellish this department of tlie paper wiih occasional pictorial
of such subjec s as mav be supposed particularly interesting. A por
arising from my natural pride of character, per and then the vessel parted with her keel the blue noble and generous improvement of our under illustrations
tion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with mailer
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
standing
faculty,
in
the
true
contemplation
of
>
----------- ->‘.v,
new
1UIB,
suaded to have an interview with their pastor, waters of the Mediterranean, and soon the form
and 35 Paternoster Row, London, have just publishthe wisdom, goodness, and other attributes of
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
who was truly a disciple of the Lord Jesus. By of the aged Jew was lost for ever to my sight, God, in this great fabric of the universe, cannot
I. The Doctrine of the Will, determined by an
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
the blessing of God on his prayers, and patient and the ship which bore him away became as a easily be disparaged without a blemish cast upon
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub Appeal to Consciousness. By Henry P. Tappan;
the Maker of it. Doubtless, we may as well en lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, in 1 vol I2mo.
instructions, my prejudices were all overcome, dark speck in the horizon.
II. A Tribute to the Memory of Fitzhugh Smith,
joy that which God has communicated of him hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob
and my understanding was perfectly convinced,
son of Gerrit Smith. By the author of “Thoughts
self to the creatures, by this large faculty of server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces on anew Order of Missionaries,” etc., in I. vol.
though my heart for a long time remained un
For the Domestic Circle—Western Episcopal Observer.
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the
our reason, as by those narrow and low faculties paper,
from so great an accession of strengthto its 12mo.
IIYMN,
changed. Week after week passed away, and
III. Woman’s Mission, with an Introductory
of our senses; and yet nobody counts it to be editorial labors. Ils publication at Cincinnati and
ORIGINALLY SUGGESTED IN A GRAVEYARD.
yet found me growing weaker in body, but stron
unlawful to hear a lesson played upon the lute, Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with Letter, by the right rev. G. W. Doane, D. D., in
I
vol.
12mo.
Come to the drooping willow i
or to smell at a rose. And these raised im all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
ger, in my Christian convictions.
Lately published.
T
pages
will
afford
a
ready
opportunity
for
the
publi
Come where the dead are sleeping,
provements of our natural understandings may be cation of whatever internal matters they may sev
IV. Nordheimer’s Hebrew Grammar, vol. I. roy
‘My relations were becoming somewhat suspi
Come near the silent pillow,
5
as well subservient and subordinate to a Divine erally desire to show to the public. With an earn al 8vo vol ii- is in press, and nearly ready.
cious, and I determined to return to Morocco,
Where friends bereft are weeping,
V. Nordheimer’s Hebrew Chrestomathy, roya
light in our minds, as the natural use of these out est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
8vo.
Tost from life’sbillow,
giving, as my ostensible object, the earnest desire
ward creatures here below, to the life of God in a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigorVI. History of the Christian Church, from the
editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in
Quietly sleeping,
our hearts. Nay, all true knowledge doth of it ; ous
I felt, since my case was pronounced hopeless, to
recommending it to the patronage of the communi Ascension of Jesus Christ to the Conversion of
Here is their pillow,
self
naturally
tend
to
God,
who
is
the
fountain
Constantine.
By the Rev. Edward Burton, D. D.
die in the arms of my beloved parent. This was
ty.
Wherefore art weeping?
First American edition; with a memoir of the author,
of it: and would ever be raising of our souls upC
has. P. McIlvaine,
deemed perfectly natural, and I accordingly was
To them on Earth, ’twas surely given,
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio. occasional notes, and questions adapting it to the
upon its wings thither, did not we detain it, and
use of schools and colleges; by the right rev. G. W.
permitted’ to return home, accompanied by my
Time to live and hope for Heaven.
, hold it down in unrighteousness, as the apostle
Doane, D. D., in I vol. 12mo.
St.
Louis,
Nov.
iQlh,
1840.
faithful domestic.
speaketh. All philosophy to a wise man, to a
Now, Father of creation!
I cordially concur in the above.
New Books.
truly sanctified mind, as he in Plutarch speaketh,
‘I pass over my voyage, and the agitating scenes
Jackson Kemper,
In thy great mercy hear us,
ECEIVED and for sale by J. Whetham Son.
is
but
matter
for
Divinity
to
work
upon.
Reli

Missionary
Bishop
for
Missouri,
Wisconsin
and
Iowa,
144 Ghesnut street. Patrick’s Heart’s Ease.
which followed; suffice it to say, that when I
Oh! grant thy sure salvation,
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
gion is the queen of all those inward endowments
12rno.—the Young Ladies Companian, by Miss Coxe
Oh! be forever near us:
beheld the grief of my aged parent, and his
—the Young Ladies Friend, new edition, 12mo.—
of the soul; and all pure natural knowledge, all
Praises be giving,
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
Life of Wickliffe, by Miss "Coxe. 18mo.—The Flow
strong and unabated Jewish prejudices, I shrunk
virgin arts and sciences, are her handmaids,
I cordially concur in the above.
Every mountain,
er Garden, by Charlotte Elizabeth, 12mo.—Floral
from inflicting on him the dreadful additional
that rise up and call her blessed.
Same. A. McCoskry,
Biography, by do—The Bose of Sharon, with plates
All, all ye living,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan. —The Amaranth, do—Friendship’s Offering—The
pang of thinking his child, the only wreck of his
Every fountain;
Young Mother’s Delight, with Kirk’s Duties ol
hopes, had renounced the faith of his fathers.
HEART-PIETY.
Here the proof of holy law revealed,
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 10th, 1840.
Mothers 18mo.— Living for Immortality, 18mo.
Also fresh supplies of Todd’s Lectures to Children
Here endless doom in death is sealed.
‘Three months have elapsed since my return,
Ink and paper can never make us Christians—
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
Do. Truth made Simple—Do. Student’s Manual
Louisville, February 2, 1840.
A.
can never beget a new nature, a living principle a more central point for the whole west, with the —
and yet my secret has been laboring in my breast;
of rendering it, in time, what its new name —Do Sabbath School Teacher—Geograpy of the
in us—can never fo m Christ, or any true notions hope
Heavens,
with Atlas—James’ Anxious Inquirerimports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets
for I have shrunk, perhaps with criminal fear, WHY SHOULD YOU WEEP AT A THOUGHT
of spiritual things, in our hearts. The gospel, with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready, Do. Christian Professor—Clark on the Promises—
from dying under the malediction of my father,
LESS WORD?
that new law which Christ delivered to the at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in Wayland’s Moral Science, 12mo.—Taylor’s An
cient Christianity—Theory of Another Life, &c.4>can outcast from his bosom, alone, and unattend
BY MRS. EMMA C . F. M B U R Y ,
world, it is not merely a dead letter without us, my power, to its able editors and conductors.
ed.
I
B. B. Smith,
but a quickening spirit within us. Cold theo
Splendid I.ondon ffihsolis.

Filled with surprise at the scene, I turned to
Benoni, and beheld with dismay the sight which
was there presented. The eyes, so lately spark
ling with unnatural splendor, were closed; the
flush had passed away from his cheek, and his
brow was pale as the marble statue; his hands
were clasped in the attitude of prayer, and for
a moment I thought the gentle spirit had fled its
earthly tenement.
I motioned to the servant to remove his aged
master; he understood me and withdrew, but
quickly returned with several of his companions,
who gently and quietly removed Simeon Ben
Oliel from the side of his son, while they were
both in a state of unconsciousness. Thinking
this was no moment for hesitation, I dipped a
cup of water from the fountain which was flow
ing into a marble basin of dazzling whiteness, in
one corner of the apartment, and by its
soft rippling on ordinary occasions, inviting re
pose. After bathing the temples of Benoni for j
a few moments, he slowly revived; and as soon
as consciousness was restored, looked round anx
iously for his parent. I understood the glance,
and gently told him, that his father would be
better soon, and had been removed from the apart
ment by my orders.
The young man sighed deeply, and grasping
my hand, whispered, ‘the fearful struggle is over
—the dreaded secret is revealed—I have acknow
ledged Jesus as my Lord and my God.’
The father could scarcely have been more
startled; mine, indeed, were emotions of joy, of
thankfulness; but the discovery was so unexpect
ed that I gazed at the speaker for a moment in si
lence, fearing this expression, which had so de
lighted me, might have been only owing to fev
erish excitement. The confession of his faith, as
a Christian, was then repeated in a few words
indeed; but they were such as could not be mis
understood. When I TealiaeA lba.1 the object of
my desires was indeed accomplished, I could not,
for a time, repress my emotion; my feelings were
reciprocated, and we wept together in silence.
At Benoni’s earnest request, I withdrew to
make inquiries after the health of his father, who,
I found, had quickly revived after his removal,
and was then under the influence of a powerful
anodyne administered by his attendants.
Whether the domestics were so displeased at
the disclosure of Benoni’s sentiments, as to lose,
for a time, their extreme interest in him, or whe
ther it arose from other circumstances, I know
not; but I was allowed to remain several hours
alone with my young friend, from whom I drew
gradually the history of his conversion to the

R

‘My body has sympathised with the conflicts
of my soul, and has grown fearfully weak—the
last two or three days had convinced me, however,
that the hour of my departure is near; and, as I
have stood on the threshold of eternity, I have
felt that I must make a desperate effort for the
salvation of my beloved parent. This morning
found me unrefreshed with sleep, and weak in
body, but decided in purpose. I have confessed
myself a Christian, and have received a father’s
curse.’
Benoni had given me this simple narrative, not
as I have related it, in one continued series, but
at considerable intervals, and with a voice at
times almost inarticulate with emotion; and,
when he closed, his agony was extreme. I did
all that I could to comfort him by conversation
of a soothing kind, and by repeating texts of
Scripture. After a long time he became more
tranquil, and grasping my hand with fervor, fee
bly articulated: ‘Oh! pray for me,—pray with me
—my dear, kind friend: deny me not this favor,
which my soul thirsts for, that of mingling the
voice of prayer with one who believes in the
Saviour, who acknowledges the same Master!’
He placed in my hand a small copy of the
Greek Testament, and pointed to the 1 Cor. chap,
x., saying: ‘Read that precious chapter to me.
While studying it in secret, and praying over it,
the gloom has passed away from the grave, and
all is now bright beyond it. I view the valley
of the shadow of death but as a narrow passage,
which is to conduct me into the extended bless
edness of eternity. Yes,’ he said, with holy fer
vor, ‘I know whom I have believed, and I am
persuaded He will keep what I have committed
to Him against that great day.’ I obeyed Beno
ni’s request, and when I departed, I had the sat
isfaction of leaving him in a gentle slumber.
'When I returned on the following day, I had
the happiness of finding that the tenderness of
the father bad so far overcome the prejudices of
the Jew, in Simeon Ben Oliel, that he had with
drawn the withering curse from the head of the
gentle Benoni; and the only change I could per
ceive in him was, that his manner was more re
served, and deeply depressed, and that despair
seemed written more strongly on his features.
I was now summoned by imperious business
from T—, fora fortnight, and parted from the aged
Jew and his son with deep emotion, as I thought
in all probability, this wasto be my last interview
on earth with one, so lately known, indeed, but
who was so endeared to my heart. His last words
were full of Christian hope, and strong in faith.
When I returned to T—, Benoni Ben Oliel
had ceased to be an inhabitant of this lower
world.
*
*
*
*
*
*

Christian faith.
He informed me that he had been sent to Ger
many by his father, about two years previous,
when his health began to decline, in hopes that
his native air would restore his strength and
spirits. He had resided the greater part of his
time with a wealthy aunt, at Frankfort, whose
house was the resort of the principal Jewish lit
erati of the city. By the conversation of some of
these, his faith in revelation became so shaken
that he was, at times, driven almost to infidelity.
He described himself as being, at that time,
most wretched, seeing life receding from him,
and yet having no hope beyond it. In this state
of mind he walked forth one evening, and be
coming faint and exhausted stopped at a petty
restorateur’s to obtain some refreshment. The
It was on a bright and beautiful mpmihg.
kind hearted wife of the restorateur invited him
into her little parlor, and urged him to repose some weeks subsequent to this sad event, that
himself upon the sofa. ‘I suppose,’ said Benoni, I was seated on the beach of T—, watching a
<my youth and weak condition inspired her with vessel that was about to sail up the Levant.
pity, forshe began to administer consolation: she There was no bustle of merchandise hurrying
spoke to me, with simple pathos, of Him who,: into her; no men of business appeared on the
she said, ‘came to this world to comfort all that j quay; but a solemn and almost funeral group

When, like a fairy scene in youth.
The untried world is spread before us,
When fancy wears the garb of truth.
And sunny skies are smiling o’er us,
When never by one thought of woe
Our hearts’ deep tenderness is stirred,
How little then our spirits know
The evils of a ‘thoughtless word.'

rems and maxims, dry and jejune disputes, lean
syllogistical reasonings, could never yet of them
selves beget the least glimpse of true heavenly
light, the least sap of saving knowledge in any
heart. All this is but the groping of the poor,
dark spirit of man after truth, to find it out with
his own endeavors, and feel it with his own cold
and benumbed hands.
When, one by one our joys depart
Wordsand syllables, which are but dead things,
When hone no more each moment measures, cannot possibly convey the living notions of hea
When, like a Niobe, the heart
venly truths to us. The secret mysteries of a
Sits lonely ’mid its perished treasures,
Divine life, of a new nature, of Christ formed in
When far from human aid we turn,
our hearts, they cannot be written or spoken;
The voice of comfort rarely heard,
language and expressions cannot reach them;
Oh, then how bitterly we learn
neither can they be ever truly understood, ex
The anguish of a 'thoughtless word.'
cept the soul itself be kindled from within, and
awakened into the life of them. A painter that
would draw a rose, though he may flourish some
THE TRUE CHRISTIAN’S POPULARITY.
likeness of it in figure and color, yet he can nev
AN EXTRACT.
er paint the scent and fragrancy; or if he would
Me rather the still voice delights, the praise
Whispered; not published by fame's braying trump; draw a flame, he cannot put a constant heat into
his colors; he cannot make his pencil drop a
Be thou my herald, nature! Let me please
sound, as the echo in the epigram mocks at him:
The sacred few; let my rememberance live

Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.

HE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common
TERMS.
Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en
gravings, to which are added original notes by R
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is
Henry
Stoking, M. A.
j
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type,
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms: from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months. and Foreign Divines, and einbelished with seventy
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
The Church Choir.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bibie.
T SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publisher,
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illuslrations.
Jj_ Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes
Collection of Sacred Musi.c: comprising a great va tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not—
riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux
Chants, arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, and —The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
adapted more particularly to the Worship of the
London Bibles, all sizes.
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States.
Just leceived,and for sale by
By Joseph Muenscher, Professor of Biblical Litera
R. S. H. GEORGE.
ture in the Theological Seminary of the Protestant
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
Episcopal Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts.
Philadelphia.
Part 1, Contains the Rudiments of Vocal Music,
Psalm and Hymn Tunes, &c. &c.
Hoarding and Day School for Young Uadira.
Part 2, Contains Anthems, Sentences, Chants,
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,
&c. 4‘C.
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
Both parts bound in One volume, Price, 1 25.
Each part may also be had by itself. Part 1, by rTYHE course of instruction pursued in this estak blishment includes all the most important and
itself, Price $1; Part 2, by itself, Price, 62J cts.
In the preparation of this collection of Sacred useful branches of female education, comprising the
Music, it has been the aim of the editor to furnish following studies: The English and French lan
Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, composed guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi
----- ‘Si vis similem pingere, pinge sonum.’*
Embosomed by the virtuous and the wise;
in different styles, and adapted to the various occa tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos
Make me, O Heaven! by those who love thee loved: All the skill of cunning artizans and mechanics sions of public worship, as the limits of the work ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Bellescannot put a principle of life into a statue of would permit. The collection, it is believed, will Lettres, &c.
So when the widow’s and the children's tears
Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape
their own making. Neither are we able to en be found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary andHarp,
Shall sprinkle the cold dust, in which I sleep
Flower Painting.
purposes
of
public
and
social
worship.
The
Anthems
close in words and letters, the life, soul, and es
Pompless, and from a scornful world withdrawn,
Great attention is- paid to the deportment, as well
and Set Prices have been selected, as will be seen on
sence of any spiritual truths, and, as it were, to inspection,
as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the
The laurel, which its malice rent, shall shoot
with special reference to the Festivals Pupils.
incorporate it in them.
So watered into life, and mantling throw
and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead of a
Terms and further particulars may be known on
figured fines, ihe music has all been carefully arrantt» verdant honors o’er my grassy tomb.’
personal application or by letter.
,
ged
for
the
Organ
or
Piano
Forte,
from
the
convic

Calvary, book v.
THE SPIRIT AND LETTER OF DIVINE TRUTH.
tion that many performers on those instruments have References—
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., Gambier.
There is a flesh and a spirit, a body and a soul, not had the opportunity to perfect themselves suffi
SIX REASONS WHY TIME SHOULD BE
Rev. C. Colton, D. D., ? z-,- ■
,,
ciently in the science of music to play the harmony
in
all
the
writings
of
the
Scriptures.
It
Is
but
Rev.
II. V. D. Johns, )
REDEEMED.
with facility, even of plain psalmody, from fig
Sept. 8, 1840.
the flesh and body of Divine truths that is printed ures.
1. Because it is the most precious thing in the upon paper; which many moths of books and li
Jt will be seen that the pages of the work are en-j
A Carb.—Having been intimately acquainted with
world; and this God seems to have pointed out braries do only feed upon; many walking skele riched with a variety of original compositions, pre
pared expressely for this collection, and also with Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed
to us by the very manner of his giving it; for of tons of knowledge that bury and entomb truths pieces from various English authors, not usually to member ofiny church, and having had ample oppor
tunities of observing her course as the head of a
many of his gifts we can Keep some store by us, in the living sepulchres of their souls, do only be met with in this country.
The Church Choir, for the short time it has been Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her
but of time it is not so. There is but a moment converse with; such as never did any thing else published, has been very favorably received by Pro school, as one of the best 1 have ever met with.
but pick at the mere bark and rind of truths, and
in the xvorld at once, which is taken away when crack the shells of them. But there is a soul and fessors and friends of sacred music. The following Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in
are selected from among numerous notices of England and in this country in female education,
another is given; and doubtless time is thus dealt spirit of Divine truths that could never yet be it:
and brings to her responsible profession, a large
“To those who are in want of a new book, wc can share of experience, and sound and varied learning.
out to us by heaven like some invaluable cordial congealed into ink, that, could never be blotted
recommend the Church Choir, very handsomely Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, may
in single drops, to the end that not one of them upon paper: which, by a secret traduction and got up, and well stored with classic Church tunes have every confidence that they will be faithfully
conveyance, passeth from one soul unto another, in their proper identity. It is complied by Professor taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged
should be lost. 2. Because, when once . gone,
—being able to dwell or lodge no where but in a Muenscher, of the Gambier Seminary, Ohio, whose from study.
‘
H. V- D. Johns,
time never returns; for where is yesterday? It spiritual being, in a living thing; because itself musical talents and taste are not entirely unknwn
Rector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinnati.
Sept. 10, 1840.
is ‘w i th the years beyond the flood,’ and we can is nothing but life and spirit. Neither can it among us. We consider it a recommendation of
he book, that it is mostly made up of tunes that
where
indeed
it
is,
express
itself
sufficiently
in
as soon bring back one as the other. 3. Because
are no strangers in our Churches, tunes appropriate
it is to be accounted for. Time being one of the words and sounds, but it will best declare and to our services, and selected with some view to par- V^Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th
speak itself in action; as the old manner of writ tiular Psalms and Hymns of our books—We hope
most precious gifts of God, will, of a surety, be ing among the Egyptians, was not by words, but that by the introduction, of such collectionsas this, ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew,
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, 1
accounted for at the last day with a strictness things. The life of Divine truths is better ex we shall preserve our own good and truly sacred Bishop of Ihe Diocese of North Carolina. B
music.—Christian Witness, Boston.
proportionable to its value. 4. Because it is pressed in actions than in words; because ac
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princ
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
so short and uncertain. No man knows pre tions are more living things than words. Words importance of selecting suitable Church music, says:
For sale by
HENRY PERKID
One of the newest collections we have, ‘The
are
nothing
but
dead
resemblances
and
pictures
cisely when his accounts will be called for; but
Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of
234 Chesnutstre
of those truths which live and breathe in actions; the best, so far as I have examined, for the use
Philadelphia.
this he does know most infallibly, that it can and ‘the kingdom of God,‘ as the apostle speak
of the Episcopal Church, and any choir which has
Banin on Isainli.
not be very long, and it may be very soon. eth, ‘consisteth not in word,’ but in life and a selection to make would do well to fake this col
OTES, critical, explanatory and practical, on
lection.
”
5. Because of the work we have to do, and the power. Saith the moral philosopher: Sheep do
the book of the prophet Isaiah, with a new
We are glad to see, that the author of the ‘Church
translation ; by Albeit Barnes, in 3 large 8vo v
difficulty of doing it. Is it not madness for any not come and bring their fodder to their shepherd, Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our Church, J
and shew him how much they eat; but, inwardly by giving a much larger share of music adapted to umes.
man to waste his hours in idleness, and say that concocting and digesting it, they make it appear our service, than it is usual to find in works of this
Just received and for sale at the bookstore of
he has nothing to do, when perhaps the work of by the fleece which they wear upon their backs, kind. In another respect we believe this work is
ISAAC N. WHITING.
to be preferred to many of the most popular collec
Columbus, January 15, 1841,
his salvation, that greatest of all works, is not yet and by the milk which they give. And let not tions of music; thewords set to music, have not
so much as entered upon, or even thought of? us Christians affect only to talk and dispute of been socinianized. In one other respect, too, the
lOf^'tcrn
<UWcrhcr
Christ, and so measure our knowledge of him arrangement of this will be considered by some, as
The heart lies fallow, over-run with evil affec
by our words; but let us shew our knowledge being an advantage over most other collections of IS PRINTED ATTHE WESTERN CHURCH PRESS,
tions; the ground not yet broken up, much less concocted into our lives and actions, and then Church music; the several parts intended for the
Rogers' Row, West Fourth-sir"1, Cincinnati,
Organ and Piano, are written on the staff’, as is
BY THOins B. RAYMOND.
the seed sown; and the timeof harvest approach let us really manifest that we are Christ’s sheep customary in music for the Piano. It has not, there
ing! 6. Because we have already lost so large a indeed, that we are his disciples, by that fleece fore, any figured bass.—Chronicle of the Church, N.
Terms.—Two dollars and fifty cents, in advance,
Haven, Ct. A distinguished Professor of music re
portion of the time allowed us to do it in. For of holiness which we wear, and by the fruits marks, that “after a careful examination ol the or three dollars at the end of six months.
that vve daily yield in our lives and conversations: ‘Church Choir,’ I most unhesitatingly pronounce it
All letters relating to subscriptions, or other busi
when we seriously consider how many of our
for ‘herein,’ saith Christ, ‘is my Father glorified, the best collection ol music for the Psalms and ness matters connected with the press, to be ad
first years passed in childhood; how many were that ye bear much fruit: so shall ye be my disci Hymns of the P. E. Church, which has ever fallen dressed to the Publisher. Communications for the
under my observation. 1 am particularly gratified to paper should be directed to the “Editors of the West
played away in the folly of youth; how long it ples.’
find in Ihe First Part so many favorite airs retain ern Episcopal Observer.” Postage to be pre-paid in
was before we sat down to reflect upon the works
ing their original composition, with the addition all cases.
If you wish to draw a likeness, paint the like al harmony so eniinentiy characteristic of the work.
Ar>\ ep.tisements, not inconsistent with the general
which Christ had done for us, and those which ness of a sound.—Ed.
The Chants and Anthems of Part Second are character of the paper, inserted on the usual terms.
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